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Abstract 
Below level tenth grade language arts students were given 
both a posttest and a delayed posttest to measure their 
comprehension of five selected reading passages. The students 
were divided into two groups. One group received a language 
experience advance organizer prior to reading the passages. 
The other group received a teacher structured vocabulary 
organizer prior to reading the passages. 
No significant difference was found between the language 
experience advance organizer group and the teacher structured 
vocabulary group in comprehension as measured by a posttest 
and a delayed posttest. Although the language experience 
advance organizer group achieved a higher mean on both the 
posttest and the delayed posttest, the difference was due 
to chance. The results of this study are consistent with 
the findings of Anderson and Freebody (1983). According to 
Anderson and Freebody (1983), the understanding of a particular 
text depends only partially on an accurate identification 
of words. A replication of the study using a different 
population was suggested. 
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Reading Comprehension 
Chapter I 
Statement of the Problem 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
effectiveness of the language experience approach when used 
as an advance organizer prereading activity as compared to the 
effectiveness of a teacher structured vocabulary organizer 
when used as a prereading activity with tenth grade language 
arts students. The study investigated the effects of the two 
methods on reading comprehension and retention. 
Need for the Study 
Current research in the area of reading has focused on 
the various pedagogical strategies that most efficiently 
support reading. An important aspect of this research is the 
nature of reading comprehension--the search for and construction 
of meaning. Spiro and Tierney (1979) state, "The extent to 
which the reader's understanding represents the author's ideas 
will depend on the reader's background of experience, abilities, 
purposes, and reader predispositions" (p. 132). Therefore, the 
reading process is a dynamic interaction among the author, the 
text, and the reader. 
1 
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Gestalt psychology (cited in Ausubel, 1958) introduced 
the concept of "assimilation" as, "a process whereby memory 
traces are obliterated or replaced by similar traces in cognitive 
structure that are relatively more stable" (p. 153). Bartlett 
(cited in Ausubel, 195~) conceptualizes a •schema• as, "an 
organizing and orienting attitude or affect resulting from the 
abstraction and articulation of past experience" (p. 155). 
Ausubel (1968) also views comprehension in terms of an 
assimilation process involving a progressive process between 
the learning material and existing cognitive structure. The 
learning material is assimilated into the reader's cognitive 
structure through an anchoring process. As a result of this 
process, "a highly inclusive and established ideational system 
comes to represent the import of less generalized ideas, the 
identifiability of which is correspondingly obliterated" (p. 155). 
The constructive theory of reading comprehension, as noted 
2 
by Spiro and Tirre (1980), "posits a process of active interaction 
between information explicit in text and information contained 
in pre-existing knowledge structures or schemata" (p. 204). Thus, 
a major component of the comprehension process is the reader's 
existing cognitive framework which includes pre-existing knowledge 
or schemata. 
Unfflrtunately, not all readers are adept at using prior 
knowledge in processing new material. It is therefore up to the 
Reading Comprehension 
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teacher to help the students learn strategies which mediate 
between the text and the reader. The teacher must structure 
the learning environment to stimulate and develop 'a given 
reader's understanding. If necessary, the teacher must build 
background or provide analogy in order to foster comprehension. 
The purpose of the advance organizer, according to Ausubel 
(1963), is to relate new material to the already existing 
cognitive structure of the learner. In reference to Ausubel, 
Barnes (1975) states, "It is his assumption that the learner's 
cognitive structure is organized hierarchically in terms of 
highly inclusive conceptual traces under which are subsumed 
less inclusive subconcepts as well as specific informational 
data" (p. 637). Such organizers, in Ausubel's (1963) own 
words, provide the learner with a subsumer which 
(a) gives him a general overview of the more detailed 
material in advance of his actual confrontation with 
it, and (b) also provides organizing elements that are 
inclusive of and take into account most relevantly and 
efficiently both the particular content contained in the 
material and relevant concepts in the cognitive structure. 
It thereby makes use of established knowledge to increase 
the familiarity and learnability of new material. (p. 82) 
The traditional advance organizer offers information 
prior to the main passage, usually in the form of one or 
more short prose paragraphs that, according to Delaney, Kinnucan, 
and Tyler (1983), "contain key concepts related to those in the 
Reading Comprehension 
main passage, but at a higher level of abstraction, generality, 
and inclusiveness, and explained so as to be easily grasped 
by the reader" (p. 364). Since comprehension requires the 
integration of new inf~rmation with more abstract information 
already present in the learner's cognitive structure, students' 
participation in the construction of the advance organizer 
would seem to offer a viable channel into which the existing 
cognitive structure of the students may surface and develop. 
The language experience approach to teaching reading 
4 
offers such participation. Traditionally, the language experience 
approach used the students• own language as a basis for reading 
material. Certain modifications of the approach, however, 
have been successfully employed to emphasize the students• 
experiences and oral language. 
Although most researchers do net prescribe a strict adherence 
to pure language experience methodology, they do suggest a 
common procedure to be used when adapting the language experience 
approach to high school students (Cohn,'1981; Handel, 19~6; 
Kennedy and Roeder, 1975; Mallett, 1977; Meagher, 1980; Rusnak, 
1980). Most of the language experience related approaches 
begin each lesson with a stimulus which is almost always 
provided by the teacher. The stimulus could be a picture, 
movie, field trip, question, or an oral reading by the teacher. 
Reading Comprehension 
A class discussion generally follows the stimulus as the primary 
emphasis is on communication and self expression. The class 
discussion, or oral communication, leads to written communication. 
The function of the discussion is to generate existing knowledge, 
ideas, and experiences of the students throughout the classroom. 
The purpose of writing, whether done by the teacher or students, 
would be to solidify those aspects focused upon during the 
discussion. As the teacher leads the class through the language 
experience activity, he/she b~ilds bridges between the existing 
cognitive structure of the learners and the new material he/she 
is about to present. This activity, therefore, would in fact 
be an advance organizer. 
Another area often associated with reading comprehension 
is that of vocabulary instruction. According to Pany; Jenkins, 
and Schreck (1982), "limited attention has been given to the 
study of the relationship between learning word meanings and 
comprehending reading text containing newly acquired vocabulary" 
(p. 202). Spache and Spache (1973), argue, "it is sufficient 
to say that comprehension is significantly promoted by attention 
to vocabulary growth" (p. 78). Anderson and freebody (1979), 
however, noted, 
to prove that knowing the meaning of individual words 
has an important instrumental role in understanding 
text ••• it would need to be shown ••• that people are 
5 
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helped to comprehend a text if they learn the meanings 
of the unfamiliar words it contains. (p. 7) 
Questions to be Answered 
The questions investigated in this study were as follows: 
1. Is there a statistically significant difference between 
the language experience approach advance organizer group and 
the teacher structured vocabulary organizer group in reading 
comprehension as measured by a test of retention? 
2. Is there a statistically significant difference between 
the language experience approach advance organizer group and 
the teacher structured vocabulary organizer group in reading 
comprehension as measured by a delayed posttest of retention? 
Definition of Terms 
Language Experience Approach Advance Organizer. Paragraphs 
written by the students following a teacher led discussion 
in advance of the learning material itself. 
Below Grade Level Readers. Those students who have scored 
below grade level on the reading comprehension subtest of the 
Test of Achievement and Proficiency (Houghton Mifflin Co.). 
Teacher Structured Vocabulary Organizer. A prereading 
activity in which five to ten vocabulary words from the reading 
material are defined and discussed in class. The students 
are also instructed to use each word in a sentence and write 
6 
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that sentence on paper. 
Limitations of the Study 
The language experience approach advance organizer group 
consisted of 20 students and the teacher structured vocabulary 
organizer group consisted of 20 students. All of the students 
were tenth grade students reading below grade level. 
There were four different classes and two different teachers 
involved in this study. Teaching styles and enthusiasm were 
not compared. 
Summary 
This study investigated the language experience approach 
advance organizer and the teacher structured vocabulary 
organizer as a prereading activity for secondary school below 
level readers. little research has been conducted with 
adolescents in the field of language experience. This study 
attempted to determine the effectiveness of a language experience 
approach advance organizer as compared to the effectiveness 
of a teacher structured vocabulary organizer as a prereading 
activity. 
7 
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Chapter II 
Related Literature 
Purpose 
Reading Comprehension 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness 
of the language experience approach when used as an advance 
organizer prereading activity as compared to the effectiveness 
of a teacher structured vocabulary exercise when used as an 
advance organizer prereading activity with tenth grade language 
arts students. Literature relevant to this study lies in 
four broad areas: reading comprehension, advance organizers, 
the language experience approach, and vocabulary. 
Comprehension 
The nature of reading comprehension continues to gain 
the attention of educators and researchers. Up until the 
beginning of the 20th century, investigators were mainly 
interested in studying the mechanical aspects of reading such 
as eye movement. 
As more attention focused on the nature of reading 
comprehension, it became clear that comprehension was an 
intricate, complex process involving many cognitive functions. 
Gestalt (as cited in Ausubel, 1968) introduced the concept 
of "assimilation" as, "a process whereby memory traces are 
obliterated or replaced by similar traces in cognitive structure 
8 
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that are relatively more stable" {p. 153). With the concept 
of assimilation, Gestalt introduced the importance of the 
existing cognitive structure. Bartlett {as cited in Ausubel, 
1958), "conceptualizes a •schema• as an organizing and orienting 
attitude or affect resulting from the abstraction and articulation 
of past experience" {p. 155). 
Like Gestalt, Ausubel {1968) described comprehension as 
an assimilation process involving a progressive process between 
the learning material and existing cognitive structure. 
Ausubel {1968) refers to the process whereby new material is 
assimilated into the reader's cognitive structure as an 
anchoring process. As a result of the anchoring process, "a 
9 
highly inclusive and established ideational system comes to 
represent the import of less generalized ideas, the identifiability 
of which is correspondingly obliterated" {p. 155). 
The reading process, in order for understanding to occur, 
must be a dynamic interaction among the author, the text, and 
the reader. Spiro and Tierney {1979) state, "The extent to 
which the reader's understanding represents the author's ideas 
will depend on the reader's background of experience, abilities, 
purposes, and reader dispositions" {p. 132). 
Spiro and Tirre {1980) refer to the constructive theory of 
Reading Comprehension 
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reading comprehension which "posits a process of active interaction 
between information explicit in text and information contained 
in pre-existing knowledge structures or schemata" (p. 204). 
The text merely provides directions for the reader to construct 
meaning by using previously acquired knowledge. 
One of the most recent schools of thought in the area of 
reading is the psycholinguistic model of reading. According 
to the psycholinguistic model, reading is a process which produces 
meaning from the reader's knowledge of oral language, semantics, 
syntax, graphophonic cues, world knowledge and beliefs, and 
personal history. Thus, a major component of the comprehension 
process is the reader's existing cognitive framework which 
includes pre-existing knowledge or schemata (Spiro, 1980). 
Although the importance of prior knowledge has been clearly 
established, practical strategies need to be developed in aiding 
readers to apply previous knowledge to the comprehension process. 
If necessary, the teacher must build background or provide analogy 
to foster comprehension. 
Advance Organizers 
Ausubel (1963) conducted a detailed investigation into the 
area of comprehension. In regard to the relationship between 
new material and existing cognitive structure, Ausubel stated, 
Reading Comprehension 
"~eaningful reception learning occurs as potentially meaningful 
material enters the cognitive field and interacts with and is 
appropriately subsumed under a relevant and more inclusive 
conceptual system" (p. 25). As a result of his theory, Ausubel 
devised the •advance organizer•, a learning device designed 
11 
to relate new material to the already existing cognitive structure 
of the learner. In reference to Ausubel and the advance 
organizer, Barnes (1973) stated, "It is his assumption that 
the the learner's cognitive structure is organized hierarchically 
in terms of highly inclusive conceptual traces under which are 
subsumed less inclusive subconcepts as well as specific 
informational data" (p. 637). Such organizers, according to 
Ausubel (1963), provide the learner with a subsumer which 
(a) gives him a general overview of the more detailed 
material in advance of his actual confrontation with it, 
and (b) also provides organizing elements that are inclusive 
of and take into account most relevantly and efficiently 
both the particular content contained in the material 
and relevant concepts in the cognitive structure. It 
thereby makes use of established knowledge to increase the 
familiarity and learnability of new material. (p. 82) 
The traditional advance organizer is a short introductory 
paragraph given in advance of new material. According to 
Delaney, Kinnucan, and Tyler (1983), advance organizers "contain 
key concepts to be related to those in the main passage, but at 
a higher level of abstraction, generality, and inclusiveness, 
and explained so as to be easily grasped by the reader" (p. 364). 
Reading Comprehension 
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The advance organizer has been discussed in educational 
circles for over 75 years, but it has only come into the field 
of research during the post 25 years. Whether or not the use 
~ 
of advance organizers facilitates learning is still a controversial 
issue as the research has failed to produce consistent results. 
There are a number of studies that support the contention 
that advance organizers do, in fact, facilitate learning. 
Ausubel himself conducted many of these studies. In a study 
involving 120 college seniors, Ausubel (1960) compared the 
effectiveness of a 500 word advance organizer with an historical 
passage of the same length. The advance organizer was written 
at a higher level of abstraction and generality than the 
learning material. The historical passage was written to 
create interest and did not relate directly to the concepts 
tested. There was a significant difference at the .01 level 
of significance in favor of the advance organizer. 
In another study involving college students, Ausubel 
and Fitzgerald (1961) compared three types of introductory 
passages, a comparative advance organizer, an expository organizer, 
and an historical introduction. The comparative organizer 
pointed out the differences and similarities between the material 
to be learned (Buddhism) and already familiar material (Christianity). 
Reading Comprehension 
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The concepts of Christianity served as the existing knowledge 
which was compared to the concepts of Buddhism. The expository 
organizer presented principal Buddhist doctrines at a higher 
level of abstraction, generality, and inclusiveness without 
making a comparison to Christianity. The historical introduction 
provided historical and human interest information. An immediate 
posttest and a delayed posttest were given. On the immediate 
posttest, the comparative organizer group scored significantly 
higher (p(.os) than the expository organizer and historical 
introduction groups. On the delayed posttest, both the 
expository and comparative groups scored significantly higher 
(p ( .as, p < .02) than the historical introduction group. 
Ausubel and Fitzgerald (1962) conducted another study 
with college undergraduates which compared an expository 
advance organizer to an introductory passagA in the study of 
endocrinology of pubescence. A comparison of the total 
expository advance organizer group compared to the total 
introductory passage group produced nonsignificant results 
(p ( .07). Using verbal ability scores on SCAT as a basis for 
blocking, the researchers found significant results for the 
lower one-third group in favor of the expository organizer (p< .01). 
In contrast to the findings by Ausubel and Fitzgerald 
(1962) where the advance organizer facilitated learning for 
Reading Comprehension 
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those students whose SCAT scores were in the lower one-third 
of the distribution, Groteluescher and Sjogren (1968) concluded 
that the advance organizer facilitated learning for intellectually 
gifted adults and graduate students. Groteluescher and Sjorgren 
(1968) conducted two studies, one involving 24 intellectually 
gifted adults and the other involving 48 graduate education 
students. The researchers compared three experimental treatment 
groups and one control treatment group. The experimental 
treatment contained key ideas in the study of mathematics, and 
the control treatment consisted of historical and descriptive 
information about units of measurement. They concluded that 
both experimental treatment materials facilitated both the 
learning of new material and transfer. 
Ausubel and Youssef (1963) compared the effects of the 
advance organizer and a nonideational passage of historical 
and biographical nature using 162 college seniors. The 
treatment lasted for four days and included a posttest and a 
delayed posttest administered 10 days after completion of the 
treatment. They reported significance in favor of the 
advance organizer (p (.01) when verbal ability was held 
constant by means of analysis of covariance. 
In Ausubel's studies, multiple choice tests were used 
which only measured retention of information contained in the 
Reading Comprehension 
subordinate passages and not in the organizer themselves. 
Rickards (1975-1976) investigated the retention of both the 
advance organizer and the subordinate facts. For this purpose, 
he employed a free recall test which was scored for retention 
of both the organizers and their related facts. Each organizer 
consisted of a 10-12 word sentence which was interspersed in 
the text contiguous with the potential subsumable paragraph. 
A control group received interspersed statements drawn from 
common knowledge. Superordinate prestatements (advance 
organizers) led to significantly more recall of organizers 
and subordinate facts than any other type of inserted statement. 
Rickards (1975-1976) contended, "that advance organizers 
produced two distinct processes-subsumption (Ausubel) of 
15 
related material and abstraction of incidental concepts" (p. 599). 
Lawton (1977) tested Ausubel 1 s subsumption theory of 
learning in the context of children's use of the causal and 
logical connectives. Lawton (1977) predicted that, "the 
acquisition of prior cognitive structure organizers would 
(a) facilitate the learning and retention of subsequently 
presented concepts and logical operations, and (b) lead to a 
diminuation of syncretic reasoning and understanding (as 
described by Piaget)" (p. 41). 
Reading Comprehension 
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Lawton (1977) used six and ten year olds in his study. 
The experimental groups received advance organizer lessons, 
representing both subject-matter concepts and concepts of 
hierarchical classification. These were contrasted with 
introductory lessons, which presented learning material at 
the same level of generality as subsequent information to a 
control group. According to Lawton (1977), "A twice repeated 
pre-test/posttest assessment indicated both an acceleration 
and facilitation effect from the advance organizer lessons" 
(p. 41). 
The study conducted by Delany, Kinnucan, and Tyler (1983) 
focused on the nature of individual differences in reading 
comprehension. Delany, Kinnucan, and Tyler (1983) suggested 
that encoding efficiency and organizational ability are the 
two probable factors which are the source of individual differences. 
The study employed two experiments. The second experiment was 
designed to reduce a possible source of poor readers• 
comprehension deficit, namely, inadequate organizational 
ability. To achieve this end, the advance organizer was employed. 
The Kintsch and VanDijk model and the sorting task were used 
"to localize the effects of advance organizers and to determine 
the extent to which those effects depend on reading ability 
of the individual involved" (p. 364). The second aim was to 
d 
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"optimize the comprehension of readers, especially those of 
lesser ability, through the use of the advance organizer" (p. 364). 
It was found that good readers usually showed greater recall 
of detail when given either type of advance organizer. Good 
readers are more adept in their ability to abstract both detailed 
information and more general information. It was also found 
that advance organizers are of some benefit, but the facilitating 
effect for poor readers was not as pronounced here as predicted. 
There was, however, a suggestion that simple summaries are not 
as effective as advance organizers in facilitating prose 
comprehension and retention. 
These results led to a third experiment which was designed 
to construct and test an advance organizer that would be more 
beneficial to the poor reader than the traditional organizer 
had been. A new organizer was developed to provide subjects 
with the necessary ideal schema for interpreting scientific 
reports. The organizer was also translated from prose to 
diagrammatic form. Three major conclusions were drawn by 
the investigators as a result of the third experiment. They 
concluded that high ability readers were shown to be superior 
in their recall of detailed information and were also better 
able to organize the abstracted information. Secondly, poorer 
readers were assisted by the advance organizers used in 
Reading Comprehension 
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Experiment 3 whether in paragraph or diagram format. And 
finally, they concluded that there was not the anticipated 
advantage of the diagram organizer over the prose organizer 
for low ability subjects. In general, the researchers found 
the advance organizer to be a useful text adjunct. Poor 
readers seemed to profit in enhanced recall of detail when the 
advance organizer gave them, according to the researchers, 
"a plan for organizing the subsequent information and for 
assessing its relative importance" (p. 371). 
Advance organizers have been constructed in forms other 
than the traditional narrative prose or the diagram as employed 
by Delany, Kinnucan, and Tyler (1983). Scandura and Wells 
(1967) compared the use of an advance organizer in the form of 
a game with an historical introduction. The purpose of the 
game was to introduce the structure of a mathematical group 
in terms familiar to the subjects. The investigators reported 
that the organizer was superior to the historical introduction 
(p(.05). Instructional time, however, was not held constant 
for the two groups. 
Although many studies reported facilitative effects of 
advance organizers, many studies did not support Ausubel's 
tneory. Schulz (1966) studied the effectiveness of advance 
organizers on a group of sixth-grade students of above average 
Reading Comprehension 
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ability. The subject matter was science, and the treatment 
lasted 20 weeks. The first advance organizer was provided 
at the beginning of the study and the second 12 weeks later. 
No significant difference was found on the posttest or the 
delayed posttest between the two advance organizer groups and 
a control group. One possible explanation may be that the 
organizers were spaced too far apart to be a fair test of 
significance. 
Jerrolds {1967) compared the use of an advance organizer 
and a modified advance organizer using 84 ninth grade students. 
A control group received no organizer. Jerrolds {1967) found 
no significant difference among any subgroups in the sample. 
Livingston {1970) conducted three experiments with advance 
organizers. One was with a high school class and two were with 
eighth-grade classes. He used a simulation game as an advance 
organizer to teach economic geography. In each of his 
experiments, the control group scored higher, but not significantly 
higher, than the experimental group. 
Barnes {1973), using 12 sixth-grade classes, studied the 
effects of advance organizers. His study lasted five weeks. 
He reported no significant difference between the group using 
advance organizers and the control group. 
Lucas {1972) tested the effects of three types of advance 
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organizers: written, visual, and audio. His subjects consisted 
of 196 seventh-grade science students. His study lasted for 
four weeks. He found no significant differences in favor of 
any type of organizer. 
Woodward (1966), using 27 college students, compared the 
effects of both advance organizers and post organizers. He 
found no significant differences between the groups. 
Although many studies do not report any significance, the 
practical significana3of the advance organizer cannot be 
ignored. Barnes and Clawson (1975) state, 
As applied to advance organizer research, the textbook 
author or publisher and the teacher need to decide if 
any increase in achievement of students who are presented 
with advance organizers ovP.r those who do not receive them 
is sufficient to warrant using advance organizers. 
(pp. 652 & 653) 
Language Experience Approach 
Student involvement in the construction of learning 
materials is not a new concept~. A great deal of pedagogical 
practice revolves around the language experience approach to 
reading. This approach uses the students• own language as 
a basis for reading material. Meagher (1980) outlines some 
necessary teacher attitudes when using the language experience 
approach. 
1. The teacher must accept the child's language as it is. 
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2. The teacher must come to the teaching situation open 
minded about the skill areas to be developed. 
3. The teacher must expand upon the creative nature of 
language itself. 
4. The teacher must recognize the nature of reading and 
its relation to total language learning. 
The student profile throughout the research related to 
the language experience approach applied to teaching at the 
secondary level tended to be fairly consistent. The language 
experience approach, which emphasizes the student's experiences 
and oral language, seems to be most suitable for low achievers. 
Handel (1976) conducted an alternative language arts program 
with a group which included diagnosed dyslexics and others who 
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had varying degrees of difficulty with organization and perceptual 
receptivity. Some students in Handel's study exhibited behavioral 
problems which interferred with learning. Calvert (1973) 
worked with grades seven and ten Mexican American remedial 
reading students. Mallett (1977) worked with adolescent Native 
Indian remedial readers. Kennedy and Roeder (1975) used the 
language experience approach with illiterate adult learners. 
In all studies, the language experience approach seemed to be 
well suited for remedial readers. Hall (1981) noted, "The 
view of reading as processing of ideas as presented in written 
i 
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language should underlie remedial instruction" (p. 20). 
Monteith (1976) suggests the language experience approach 
as a solution to the scarcity of beginning reading materials 
for older students. Using the language experience approach, 
the students may write their own beginning material. Monteith 
(1976) cited Spache's three reasons for using the language 
experience approach. First, the range of year end reading 
scores is greater when using the language experience approach 
with underprivileged children. In the second place, the 
realization that reading is a form of talk written down 
results in more fluent, natural reading. Finally, the 
approach fosters more frequent and more varied teacher, pupil 
contacts, with inherent possibilities of mutual understanding. 
All of these observations can be applied to older students. 
Mulligan (1974) suggested, "rather than accepting students 
as remedial oases, it is possible for teachers of reading who 
work at the high school level to adapt certain methods intended 
primarily for beginning readers to their own situations" (p. 211). 
Johnson (cited in Hall, 1981) states five fundamental 
principles of learning that underlie working with remedial 
readers. 
1. Learning begins with the known. 
2. Learning proceeds from concrete to abstract. 
3. learning demands active participation. 
4. Learning should be goal directed. 
5. Learning is an individual matter. (p. 28) 
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Because middle and high school students are developing 
more mature tastes and interests, they tend to resent juvenile 
literature. The language experience approach can be a solution 
to the scarcity of beginning reading materials for older 
students. 
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Although most researchers do not prescribe a strict adherence 
to pure language experience methodology, they do suggest a 
common procedure to be used when adapting the language experience 
approach to high school students (Cohn, 1981; Handel, 1976; 
Kennedy and Roeder, 1975; Mallett, 1977; Meagher, 1980; 
Rusnak, 1980). 
Most of the language experience related approaches began 
each lesson with a stimulus. The stimulus, most always provided 
by the teacher, could be a picture, movie, field trip, or an 
oral reading. A class discussion generally followed the 
stimulus as the primary emphasis was on communication and 
self expression. The class discussion, or oral communication, 
led to written communication. At this point, the teacher wrote 
and duplicated student dictated stories, plays, et cetera. 
The students• work then became the reading material for the 
entire class. Students were then encouraged to discuss their 
work. 
Naturally, each researcher had to adapt this basic procedure 
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to fulfill the needs and purposes of his/her own study. 
Regardless of the method employed, most researchers found 
significant gains in several areas after using a language 
experience related approach with their students. 
Perhaps the area which reported the most gain was the 
affective area. Cohn {1981) notes that if the reader can 
see a relevance for what is being read and has a background 
of experiences to aid in understanding the material, then the 
reader's attitude may be more positive. 
Kennedy and Roeder {1975) observed that the adult learner 
comes to the reading situation with a history of negative 
school experiences, feelings of failure, and emotional blocks 
to learning. These researchers note, "Language experience 
provides a process which allows students to deal with these 
problems head on" {p. 5). 
In her study with grades five and ten inner city Black 
students, Stocker (1970) found the language experience approach 
bridged the cultural gap and promoted self expression. 
Mallett•s {1977) study with adolescent remedial readers 
indicated that students taught with the language experience 
approach made greater gains in writing and attitude and 
equal gains in vocabulary and comprehension when compared to 
a control group in a traditional reading laboratory. 
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Mallett (1977) used the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, 
Survey E, forms 1, 2, and 3 (1965) to measure vocabulary and 
comprehension gains. The t-unit formula was applied to students• 
writing achievement gains. Attitude gains were measured by 
the Estes Scale to Measure Attitude Towards Reading (1971). 
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The statistical analysis of the data resulted in no 
statistically significant differences in vocabulary or comprehension 
between the language experience approach and the typical reading 
laboratory approach within the same students. Writing 
achievement gains and improvements in attitude, however, 
were significant (at the .05 and .01 level of confidence 
respectively) for the language experience approach when compared 
with the typical reading laboratory approaches with the same 
students. 
Along with gains in attitude and motivation, the language 
experience approach also lends itself to gains in comprehension 
and writing skills. Meagher (1980) points out that the 
language experience approach starts from comprehension. The 
learning environment encourages the student to retrieve previous 
knowledge in light of the current challenge. The emphasis 
on discussion and listening allows the student a time to apply 
previous experiences to new concepts. The individual conference 
= 
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provides necessary direct instruction in reading and writing 
skills in which the students may be deficient. 
Mallett (1977) researched the language experience approach 
with remedial reading classes. In three of his six classes, 
he employed the language experience approach to develop 
materials. In the other three classes, a diagnostic-prescriptive 
approach was employed. There were no significant differences 
(at the .OS level of confidence) in vocabulary gains or in 
comprehension between the two groups. The data did, however, 
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show that writing achievement gains and improvements in attitude 
toward reading were greater (at the .os and .01 level of confidence 
respectively) for the language experience approach group than 
for the diagnostic-prescriptive approach. 
The studies which have incorporated the language experience 
approach and related approaches into the secondary curriculum 
cite a need for further research in the area. few studies 
have been conducted using the language experience approach 
with secondary school students. 
Vocabulary 
Although authorities in reading recognize the need for 
vocabulary development, little research has investigated the 
relationship between learning word meanings and reading 
comprehension. The nature of the relationship between vocabulary 
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knowledge and reading comprehension is poorly understood. 
Anderson and Freebody (1979) suggested several hypotheses which 
might account for this relationship. The "instrumentalist 
hypothesis" poses a direct, causal link between vocabulary 
knowledge and comprehension, such that "knowing the words 
enables text comprehension" (p. 7). Spache and Spache (1973) 
state, "it is sufficient to say that comprehension is 
significantly promoted by attention to vocabulary growth" 
(p. 78). 
Anderson and Freebody (1979), note that in order to prove 
a relationship between knowing the meaning of individual words 
and reading comprehension, it would need to be shown that the 
substitution of easier words for difficult words makes the 
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text easier to comprehend and that people are helped to comprehend 
a text when they learn the meanings of difficult words. 
Pany, Jenkins, and Schreck (1982) conducted three 
experiments to assess the effects of vocabulary instruction 
on word knowledge and reading comprehension. In Experiment 
1, the subjects were •average' fourth grade students. In 
Experiments 2 and 3, the subjects were learning disabled and 
remedial readers. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicated 
that more meanings were acquired as a result of increased 
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direct instruction. The third experiment indicated vocabulary 
training to be effective in the comprehension of single sentences; 
however, on two of three measures of passage comprehension, 
no effects were observed that were attributable to vocabulary 
instruction. The students, therefore, did not seem to benefit 
from their vocabulary knowledge advantage when they read connected 
discourse. Pany, Jenkins, and Schreck (1982) suggest that 
"the increased task demands involved in comprehending connected 
discourse require greater vocabulary facility than that produced 
by instructional procedures employed in the present study" 
(p. 214). They also state, "The presumed importance of vocabulary 
knowledge may have been somewhat overestimated. Perhaps readers 
can tolerate an unexpectedly high proportion of unfamiliar 
words without suffering comprehension losses" (p. 214)~ 
Anderson and Freebody (1983) conducted two experiments 
to determine the effects of text cohesion and schema availability 
on comprehension of social studies passages that varied in 
vocabulary difficulty. The measures employed were free recall, 
summarization, and sentence verification. The tests in 
Experiment 1 varied in cohesion. No interactions between 
cohesion and vocabulary were found. In Experiment 2, schema 
availability was manipulated by varying topic familiarity. 
Significant effects for vocabulary and familiarity were found. 
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The two factors, however, did not interact. The two experiments 
failed to support the interactive theory of reading which states, 
according to Anderson and Freebody (1983), 
reading involves many complementary levels of analysis. 
A satisfactory understanding of a particular element 
in a text depends, not only on accurate identification 
of words, but also a knowledge of syntax, analysis of 
connections between this element and other parts of the 
text, and prior knowledge of the topic. (p. 278) 
Anderson and Freebody (1983) suggest the possibility that, 
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"it takes a surprisingly high proportion of difficult vocabulary 
to produce reliable decrements in comprehension measures" (p. 293). 
In addition, they suggest, "that it is probably a mistake to 
interpret the high correlations always seen in vocabulary tests 
and tests of reading proficiency indicating that word 
knowledge is of overriding instrumental importance in text 
comprehension" (p. 293). 
Carnine, Freschi, and Kameenui (1982) conducted two 
experiments to determine the following comprehension issues: 
1) whether substituting difficult words for easy words 
in a text make that text more difficult to comprehend, 
2) whether learning the meanings of the difficult words 
facilitates text comprehension, 3) whether embedding 
redundant information specific to difficult vocabulary 
words significantly contributes to text comprehension, 
and 4) whether a passage integration vocabulary training 
strategy is more effective than a vocabulary training 
strategy that does not include passage integration. (p. 367) 
The measures employed were multiple choice tests and retell 
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scores. In both experiments, substituting easier for more 
difficult vocabulary words made the text easier to comprehend 
and redundant information in a text significantly contributed 
to text comprehension. Instruction of difficult vocabulary 
words also facilitated comprehension in both experiments. The 
children who received passage integration received higher 
scores than those who did not receive integration training. 
The superior performance on inferential comprehension of students 
in the redundant information group in both studies "suggests a 
possible alternative explanation for the negligible effects 
of vocabulary training on overall reading comprehension as 
reported by Pany, Jenkins, and Schreck (1978) 11 (p. 386). 
In discussing the effects of vocabulary instruction on 
reading comprehension, the area of teaching strategies cannot 
be overlooked. Brause and Mayher (1983) addressed the issue 
of vocabulary instruction strategies in an interview with 
Levine, a teacher in an urban alternative program for students 
in grades six through eight. Levine stressed the importance 
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of students understanding the concepts which are related to 
subject-specific vocabulary. Levine also stressed the importance 
of familiarity which evolves through personal, concrete experiences 
with a particular concept. Levine conducted an informal study 
which investigated the relationship between the frequency of 
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vocabulary words employed in class instruction and the frequency 
of the same words in student writing. Levine (as cied in 
Brause and Mayher, 1983) reported, "These findings suggest 
the intimate relationship between the frequency of use of 
terms in concrete contexts and their meaningful use in writing" 
( P• 1011). 
Levine (as cited in Brause and Mayher, 1983), was unsure 
if vocabulary usage alone can be equated with understanding 
of the concept. She also observed that students understood the 
terms more fully with time, as when they "presented analogies 
between the terms and their experiences" (p. 1011). 
Research in the area of vocabulary instruction may have 
implications for instructional practices. Pany, Jenkins, and 
Schreck (1982) note, "Often, teachers devote time to introducting 
new vocabulary prior to assigning a reading selection. If the 
primary intent of this practice is to facilitate student 
comprehension of the forthcoming selection, there may be cause 
to reexamine this assumption" (p. 214). 
Summary of the Chapter 
In an effort to improve reading comprehension, various 
pedagogical strategies need to be evaluated. As a facilitator 
of meaning, the teacher must understand and evaluate the various 
strategies available. 
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Because reading is a dynamic interaction among the author, 
the text, and the reader, a considerable amount of instruction 
should center on preparing the reader to encounter the text. 
One such method of preparation is the advance organizer. A 
great many studies have been conducted on the effectiveness 
of the advance organizer. Although the research has produced 
mixed results, the practical significance of the advance 
organizer warrants the attention of educators as an effective 
teaching aid. 
Little research has been conducted employing the language 
experience approach to reading with secondary school students. 
The existing research does not attempt to employ a strict 
adherence to the language experience approach but rather adapts 
the language experience approach to meet the needs of older 
students. 
Little attention in the area of research has been given 
to the relationship between vocabulary development and reading 
comprehension. Many researchers have found, however, that 
concept development is more important than vocabulary development 
when related to reading comprehension. 
In order to increase reading comprehension, the teacher 
must determine which practices offer the most effective results. 
Reading Comprehension 
This study will attempt to determine the effectiveness of the 
language experience approach as compared to the effectiveness 
of a teacher structured vocabulary approach as prereading 
activities. 
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Chapter III 
Design of the Study 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness 
of a language experience approach advance organizer when used 
as a prereading activity compared to the effectiveness of a 
teacher structured vocabulary organizer when used as a 
prereading activity. 
Questions 
1. Is there a statistically significant difference 
between the language experience approach advance organizer 
group and the teacher structured vocabulary organizer group 
in reading comprehension as measured by a test of retention? 
2. Is there a statistically significant difference between 
the language experience approach advance organizer group and 
the teacher structured vocabulary organizer group in 
reading comprehension as measured by a delayed posttest of 
retention? 
Methodology 
Subjects 
The subjects involved in this study were tenth grade 
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language arts students attending a suburban high school in 
Western New York State. 
The language experience approach advance organizer group 
consisted of 20 tenth grade language arts students. The 
teacher structured vocabulary organizer group consisted of 
20 tenth grade language arts students. There were four 
separate classes involved in the study. 
The language experience approach advance organizer group 
consisted of one group from teacher A and one group from 
teacher B. The teacher structured vocabulary organizer group 
also consisted of one group from teacher A and one group from 
teacher B. 
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The two groups were equated in terms of reading comprehension 
based on their scores on the Test of Achievement and Proficiency, 
Form T. There was no significant difference between the groups 
for reading comprehension scores. The reading comprehension 
data were taken in the spring of 1985. 
Instruments 
A posttest and a delayed posttest of the reading passages 
were developed by the researcher (see Appendix A). Each test 
contained the same 50 multiple choice factual and inferential 
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questions pertaining to the passages read by the students. 
The tests used were tested for reliability by both the 
split-half reliability test (see Appendix 8) and the test-retest 
realiability (see Appendix C). Using a split-half reliability 
with 25 samples, a coefficient greater than .396 was needed to 
establish correlation at the .as level of significance. The 
r-value attained was a.693. It can therefore be assumed that 
at the .as level of significance, the tests used were reliable 
by using the split-half reliability procedure. This procedure 
established the consistency of test scores due to the content 
of test items. 
In order to establish the consistency of test scores over 
a period of time, a test-retest reliability procedure was 
employed. The r-value needed to establish significance at the 
.as level was a.396. The value attained was a.969 (see Appendix 
C). It can therefore be assumed that at the .as level of 
significance that the tests were reliable by using the test-
retest reliability procedure. 
procedures 
Five reading passages (see Appendix D) were selected by 
the researcher on the basis of their readability and content. 
Each passage was identified at either grade 7 or grade 8 
readability according to the Fry readability formula. 
Reading Comprehension 
The treatment was divided into five lessons, each 
centering on a particular reading passage. The students 
received the treatment during their regular language arts class 
whieh met each day for forty minutes. 
The language experience advance organizer group received 
an nral stimulus provided by the teacher in advance of reading 
each passage. The teacher posed certain questions to the 
students about the general subject matter of the reading 
passage. The teacher did not, however, address the particular 
subject matter of the reading passage. The questions asked 
by the teacher were posed at a higher level of abstraction 
and generality than the reading material itself. The students, 
in turn, would respond to the teacher's questions verbally. 
Examples of the discussion questions can be found in Appendix 
E. 
Following the class discussion, the students were directed 
to write on8 paragraph about the general content of the 
discussion ~nd relate the content to their own experience. 
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The teacher structured vocabulary organizer group received 
five to ten vocabulary words in advance of each reading passage •. 
These vocabulary words can be found in Appendix F. Each 
word was discussed and defined in class. After copying the 
correct definition for each word, the students were instructed 
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to write each word in a sentence. All writing was collected 
and reviewed by the teacher. 
As students from either group finished their writing 
assignments, they were given the reading passage and instructed 
to read it. When students finished reading, they were given 
10 multiple choice questions to complete without referring back 
to the passage. All materials were collected by the teacher 
before the students took the quiz. 
The scores from the five quizzes were combined into 
one unit test score. The delayed posttest was administered 
10 days after the completion of the treatment. 
Statistical Analysis 
A series of i tests was used to test the two questions 
at the .os level of significance. 
Summary 
The effectivenss of a language experience approach advance 
organizer when used as a prereading activity was compared to 
the effectiveness of a teacher structured vocabulary organizer 
as a prereading activity. Reading comprehension was measured 
by both a posttest and a delayed posttest. The scorPS were 
compared by using a series of i tests at the .OS level of 
significance. 
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Chapter IV 
Analysis of Data 
Purpose 
The purpose of this investigation was to assess the 
effectiveness of a language experience approach advance organizer 
when used as a prereading activity compared to the effectiveness 
of a teacher structured vocabulary organizer when used as a 
prereading activity. 
findings and Interpretations 
The following questions were investigated: 
1. Is there a statistically significant difference between 
the language experience approach advance organizer group and the 
teacher structured vocabulary organizer group in reading 
comprehension as measured by a test of retention? 
2. Is there a statistically significant difference between 
the language experience approach advance organizer group and 
the teacher structured vocabulary organizer group in reading 
comprehension as measured by a delayed posttest of retention? 
The first question was to determine whether there was a 
significant difference between the language experience approach 
advance organizer group and the teacher structured vocabulary 
organizer group in the comprehension of five reading passages. 
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A ,t test was used to test the hypothesis at the .05 level of 
significance. Table 1 provides the data from the statistical 
analysis. 
Table 1 
Ai test for Independent Measures of Significant Difference 
on a Posttest 
~ 
Group d.f. X s 
Language Experience 38 62.1 10.94 Advance Organizer 
Teacher Structured 38 59.2 10.78 Vocabulary Organizer 
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0.84 
o.84 
The calculated i value between the posttest scores (see Appendix 
G) was 0.84. For a i test for independent measures at the .as 
level of significance, the critical value for 38 degrees of freedom 
is 2.02. Since the calculated i value (D.84) was less than the 
critical i value (2.02), the probability (p (.05) was more than 
a 5% chance that the difference of the means occurred by chance. 
The analysis of data indicates that there is not a significant 
difference in favoring one group over the other in comprehension 
as measured by a posttest. 
Question two sought to determine if there was a difference 
~ 
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between the language experience approach advance organizer 
group and the teacher structured vocabulary organizer group 
in the retention of information as measured by a delayed 
posttest. A ,i test was used to test the hypothesis at the 
.05 level of significance. Table 2 provides the data from the 
statistical analysis. 
Table 2 
A ,i test for Independent Measures of Significant Difference 
on a Delayed Posttest 
-Group d.f. X s 
.i 
Language Experience 38 52.75 11.82 1.36 Advance Organizer 
Teacher Structured 38 47.7 11.66 1.36 Vocabulary Organizer 
Note. d.f. = n1 + n2 - 2 
The calculated i value for the delayed posttest scores 
(see AppendixH) was 1.36. For a test of independent measures 
at the .05 level of significance the critical value for 38 
degrees of freedom is 2.02. Since the calculated i value (1.36) 
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was less than the critical i value (2.02), the associated 
probability (p(.os) was more than a 5% chance that the 
difference was due to chance. 
Summary 
An analysis of the data from· this study indicates that 
there is no statistically significant difference favoring the 
language experience advance organizer group as comp~red to the 
teacher structured vocabulary organizer group in comprehension 
as measured by a posttest and delayed posttest of reading 
comprehension. Although there was a difference between the 
means, the difference was due to chance. 
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Chapter V 
Conclusions and Implications 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness 
of a language experience approach advance organizer when used 
as a prereading activity as compared to a teacher structured 
vocabulary organizer as a prereading activity as measured by 
a posttest and a delayed posttest of retention. 
Conclusions 
Although the mean for the language experience organizer 
group was slightly higher than the group mean for the teacher 
structured vocabulary organizer on both the posttest and the 
delayed posttest, the difference was due to chance. 
It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the language 
experience approach advance organizer facilitates reading 
comprehension equally as well as a teacher structured vocabulary 
organizer for both immediate and delayed comprehension. 
Although the differences in the means between the two 
groups were not statistically significant, the means were 
slightly higher for the language experience approach advance 
organizer than for the teacher structured vocabulary organizer 
group in each experiment. These findings are consistent with the 
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findings of Mallett (1977) where students taught with the 
language experience approach made greater gains in writing 
and attitude and equal gains in vocabulary and comprehension 
when compared to a control group in a traditional reading 
laboratory. 
The findings of the current study also support the 
conclusions of Anderson and Freebody (1983). From their 
study, they determined that reading consists of many 
complementary levels of analysis. The understanding of a 
particular text, according to Anderson and Freebody (1983), 
depends only partially on an accurate identification of 
words. 
Although the current study did not find statistically 
significant differences in comprehension between the two groups, 
certain informal observations were noted by both teachers. 
Both teachers acknowledged a marked difference in attitude 
favoring the language experience approach advance organizer 
group over the teacher structured vocabulary group. Those 
students involved in the language experience approach advance 
organizer group enjoyed bringing their background and 
experience to class discussions. The student involvement 
noted in this study is supported by Johnson (1977) when he 
cites one of the five fundamental principles of learning to 
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~e active participation. 
This study demonstrated that the language experience 
approach advance organizer facilitated the comprehension of 
reading passages equally as well as the teacher structured 
vocabulary organizer. 
Implications for Future Research 
This section is divided into two categories, the expansion 
and refinement of this study and recommendations for future 
research. 
Expansion and Refinement of the Present Study 
A larger sample would be advantageous if this study were 
replicated. A cross section including all types of readers 
would also be advantageous. The students involved in the 
present study were restricted to below-grade level readers. 
Such students are often low achievers due to a number of 
factors, including negative attitudes toward reading. This 
alone may have affected their performance. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
Future researchers could consider some of the following 
questions: 
1. Is the language experience approach effective in 
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teaching remedial reading at a secondary level? 
2. Is the language experience approach effective in 
teaching writing at the secondary level? 
3. Is the language experience approach effective in 
improving attitude toward reading at the secondary level? 
Classroom Implications 
On the pasis of the results of this study, the language 
experience approach advance organizer is equally as useful 
as the teacher structured vocabulary organizer in promoting 
reading comprehension. 
The language experience advance organizer also promotes 
classroom discussion, student interest, and student writing. 
Each teacher should weigh the effects of both approaches and 
determine pre-reading activities accordingly. 
Perhaps a combination of both approaches would not only 
promote comprehension but would facilitate concept formation 
as well. 
The teacher must bear in mi11d, howev.~e; that vocabulary 
instruction alone does not promote reading comprehension more 
than other pre-reading activities. 
Summary 
This study demonstrated the effectiveness of the language 
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experience approach advance organizer and the teacher structured 
vocabulary organizer. Both methods were shown to promote 
reading comprehension equally. 
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Appendix A 
Posttest Questions 
Reading Comprehension 
Multiple Choice Questions for "Six Keys to Quicker Learning" 
1. Which is a common misconception (false idea) among people? 
A. People are stupid unless they receive an education. 
B. An individual's ability to learn is a fixed capacity. 
c. Experience helps people read better. 
o. All of the above. 
2. When reading unfamiliar material, you should 
A. not plunge directly into it. 
B. not underestimate your capacity to read. 
c. ask someone what it is about. 
D. plunge directly into it. 
3. What technique may help anchor in your mind what you are 
about to read? 
A. mneumonics. 
B. speed reading. 
c. scanning. 
D. none of the above. 
4. Speed reading 
A. is never effective. 
B. can only be learned by geniuses. 
C. can be learned easily. 
o. is fine for easy material 
5. Good learners 
A. vocalize, or voice the material being learned. 
B. automatically re-read when they're stumped. 
c. become "actively involved" with new information. 
o. all of the above. 
6. Which is an example of a mneumonic? 
A. vocalizing. 
B. "A rat in Tom's house m8y eat Tom's ice cream." 
c. outining. 
D. all of the above. 
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("Six Keys to Quicker Learning") 
7. What is the secret of developing a good memory? 
A. having a high I.Q. 
B. paying attention when learning new material. 
c. transferring information to your long term memory. 
o. developing efficient short term memory. 
B. What would be the best way to memorize 112 words. 
A. organize them into categories. 
B. use mneumonic sentences. 
c. make an image of them in your mind. 
o. study for hours. 
9. According to the article, 
10. 
A. most people waste too much time when studying. 
B. everyone can improve their ability to learn. 
c. everyone should study in a quiet place. 
D. all of the above. 
The tone of this article was 
A. educational. 
B. humorous. 
c. pessimistic. 
o. discouraging. 
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Multiple Choice Questions for "The Mysteries of America's 
'Ancient Ones• " 
1. 
2. 
What name means "The ancient ones"? 
A. Navajo 
B. Anasazi 
c. Chaco 
o. Pueblo 
What 111as Pueblo Bonito? 
A. an lndian tribe which disappeared in the 13th century. 
B. a canyon 15 miles long and one mile wide. 
c. a five-story structure with 800 rooms. 
D. a little city of multistoried dwellings. 
3. In the matriarchal Anasazi society, 
A. women would have been merely slaves. 
B. men would have been the undisputed heads of the 
household. 
c. women would have taken care of the fields and cattle. 
D. men would have been mere boarders in their wives• 
homes. 
4. When the Anasazi grew old, 
5. 
6. 
A. they were taken care of by the young. 
B. they were considered a burden. 
c. they went off to die alone. 
D. they lived in a special home. 
The Anasazi were able to survive because 
A. their strong family ties. 
B. their skill at fighting. 
c. their mastery of irrigation. 
o. their masterful artwork. 
The Anasazi were ,DSi 
A. skilled astronomers. 
B. skilled farmers. 
c. active traders. 
o. skilled warriors. 
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7. In exchange for such things as copper bells and seashells, 
the Chacoans offered 
A. dried buffalo meat. 
B. raw cotton. 
c. turquoise. 
o. corn. 
8. What may have caused the Anasazi to feud among themselves? 
A. rights to silver mines. 
B. a collapse in their government. 
c. drought. 
o. influence of the white man. 
9. The life of the Anasazi could best be described as 
A. peaceful and rich. 
B. hectic and backward. 
c. quiet and lazy. 
D. secluded and poor. 
10. The Anasazi are perhaps best known for their 
A. magnificent jewelry. 
B. geometrically designed pottery. 
c. advanced architecture. 
D. contribution to the written language. 
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Multiple Choice Questions for "The Trouble With Television" 
1. According to the statistical averages, by the age of 
2. 
20, you will have been exposed to at least how many hours 
of television? 
A. 2,000 
B. 20,000 
c. 12,000 
D. 10,000 
The trouble with television is 
A. ruins your eyes. 
B. discourages concentration. 
c. promotes violence. 
that it 
D. has too many sexually explicit shows in the daytime. 
3. Programmers live in constant fear of 
A. the network executives. 
B. being censored. 
c. losing anyone's attention. 
D. not meeting their deadlines. 
4. According to this article, what crisis is currently 
facing America? 
A. the number of illiterate Americans. 
B. the decline of educational television. 
c. the lack of censorship on television. 
D. the number of children watching Saturday morning 
cartoons. 
5. According to this article, which aspect of American life 
has !ll!!, become less complex? 
A. forms of family organization. 
B. its dominating communications instrument. 
c. its economy. 
n. the structure of society. 
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("The Trouble With Television") 
6. What is the surest way for a television program to capture 
and hold you attention? 
A. keep everything brief. 
B. not strain your attention. 
c. provide constant stimulation. 
D. All of the above. 
7. What could be gained by spending 5,000 hours at something 
more useful than watching t.v.? 
A. a college degree. 
B. a degree in medicine. 
c. you could have walk8d twice around the world. 
D. all of the above. 
8. The author's tone could best be described as 
A. critical. 
B. amusing. 
c. discouraged. 
o. satirical. 
9. The author's purpose would appear to have been 
10. 
A. to discourage people from watching television. 
B. to encourage television programmers to air more 
educational programs. 
c. to encourage people to reevaluate the time they 
watching television. 
o. to encourage people to read instead of watching 
How does the author support his point? 
A. by pointing out certain facts and examples. 
B. by repeating the same point in different ways. 
c. through humor. 
D. by shocking the reader. 
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Multiple Choice Questions for "Stress: It's Not Worth Dying For" 
1. How many people stricken with heart disease have no classic 
risk factors? 
A. 75% 
B. 50% 
c. 25% 
o. 10% 
2. What is termed the "missing trigger"? 
A. cholesterol. 
B. lack of exercise. 
c. moderate stress. 
o. unbearable stress. 
3. Why would more sudden deaths at NASA occur after a new space 
shot than at any other time? 
A. budgets would be slashed. 
B. the stress of the lift off was unbearable. 
c. tremendous stress is exerted upon astronauts in space. 
D. many NASA employees become "workaholics". 
4. What reaction is .!J.Q.t. a result of the sudden release of 
adrenalin? 
A. increased heart rate. 
B. higher blood pressure. 
c. blood rushes to the muscles. 
D. breathing becomes faster. 
s. Stress is also believed to cause 
A. cancer. 
B. higher cholesterol levels. 
c. migrane headaches. 
o. nose bleeds. 
6. Which man would most likely be an example of a "Type A" 
personality? 
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7. 
A. a man fighting his way up the ladder in big business. 
e. a man who quit his job to open a country inn in Vermont. 
c. a man who drinks a 6'pack while watching Monday 
night football. 
o. a man who runs a junk yard for a living. 
Too much stress is usually a result of 
A. too many emotional upsets spaced too closely together. 
B. a mismatch between your expectations and your 
environment. 
c. too many pressures at work. 
D. lack of the ability to think and act quickly. 
8. This article recommends exercising for 20 minutes at 
75% of your maximum predicted heart rate 
A. 5 times a week. 
B. 2 times a week. 
c. everyday. 
D. 3 times a week. 
9. Which is Jl2i a way to cope with stress as recommended in 
this article? 
A. avoid those things you neither have to or want to do. 
B. eat more when you are nervous. 
c. learn not to overreact emotionally. 
D. stop smoking. 
10. The main idea of this article is 
A. "People who overreact are likely to have heartattacks." 
B. "Americans do not take enough time to relax." 
~ c. "Stress can cause more trouble than it's worth." 
D. "Stress is difficult to measure." 
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Multiple Choice Questions for "Emotional Child Abuse" 
1. (True or False) Emotional child abuse is harmful, but 
not as harmful as physical child abuse. 
2. Emotional child abusers are prompted by 
A. a child's misbehavior. 
B. alcohol. 
c. their own psychological problems. 
D. their lack of experience with problem children. 
3. Emotional child abuse is a problem 
A. affecting a small portion of society. 
B. limited mostly to the lower class segment of society. 
c. affecting many children. 
D. very hard to detect. 
4. Emotional child abuse is a systematic destruction of 
A. close family ties. 
B. a child's self-esteem. 
c. the child's love for his parents. 
D. a parent's love for his/her child. 
5. An example of "emotional unavailability" would be 
A. being out of town on a bu$iness trip when your child 
gets hurt. 
B. overreacting to your child's bad report card. 
c. ignoring your child's accomplishments. 
o. acting ashamed of your child when he fails at something 
which you think is important. 
6. The term "emotional depreciation" would best apply to 
A. scolding a child for not sharing his toys with a 
friend. 
B. being disappointed over a report card with all B's 
'instead of all A1s. 
c. ignoring certain milestones in a child's life such 
as his first step. 
o. not allowing a child to break away from the nest by 
terrifying him of the outside world. 
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7. The term "emotional domination" would best apply to 
A. scolding a child for not sharing his toys with a 
friend. 
B. being disappointed over a report card with all B's 
instead of all A's. 
c. ignoring certain milestones in a child's life such 
as his first step. 
o. not allowing a child to break away from the nest by 
terrifying him of the outside world. 
B. Other adults who witness emotional child abuse should 
A. ignore it so as not to embarass the child even more. 
B. mind their own business because they really cannot 
help that child. 
c. contact the proper authorities for child abuse. 
D. say something positive about the child in front of 
the child. 
9. Most emotional child abusers 
A. have little education. 
B. come from low income families. 
c. received inadequate love from their own parents. 
o. were physically abused as children and want to avoid 
beating their children. 
10. Children who have been emotionally abused 
A. may never recognize it until they are adults. 
B. will probably always hate their parents. 
c. can never really feel valuable as people. 
D. will probably abuse their own children. 
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Split-Half Reliability Test 
= L 
Reading Comprehension 
Student Incorrect Test Items Incorrect Test Items 
#•s 1,3,s,s,10 #•s 2,4,6,7,9 
1 .. 6 7 
2. 6 6 
3. 5 6' 
4. 6 5 
s. 13 8 
6.·. 9 g 
7. 6 4 
s. 6 2 
9. 18 9 
10 13 9 
11. 5 2 
12. 6 6 
13. 8 6 
14. 7 8 
1 s. 4 6 
16. 7 6 
17., 2 2 
~ 18. 11 11 
r:; 
19. ' 2 3 
"' 
20. 3 9 
I 
64, 
Student 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
"r II Value test 
# of 
samples 
25 
Incorrect Test Items 
#'s 1,3,5,B,10 
degrees of 
freedom 
23 
5 
4 
1 
13 
6 
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Incorrect Test Items 
#'s 2,4,6,7,9 
r value required 
at .05 level 
.396 
5 
5 
3 
10 
7 
r value 
attained 
.693 
Appendix C 
Test-Retest Reliability 
! 
t= 
Reading Comprehension 
Student % Correct Test #1 % Correct Test #2 
1. 74 72 
2. 76 76 
3. 78 74 
4. 78 80 
5. 58 54 
6 .. 64, 66 
7. 80 78 
8. 84 80 
9. 46 50 
1 o. 56 58 
11. 86 84 
12. 76 70 
13. 62 60 
14. 70 70 
15. 80 76 
16. 74 76 
17. 92 90 
18. 56 50 
= 
' 19. 90 92 
"" 
20. 76 72 
! 
'' 
=< 
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Student 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
"r "Value test 
# of 
samples 
25 
Reading Comprehension 
% Correct Test #1 % Correct Test #2 
degrees of 
freedom 
23 
80 
82 
92 
54 
74 
r value required 
at .05 level 
.396 
68 
80 
86 
86 
58 
72 
r value 
attained 
.969 
Appendix D 
Reading Passages 
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r,c to 
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-k 10 
trbl· 
I fall-
I hr::r 
e :;till 
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·what 
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-sis in 
--c ntti-· 
~ Wc\5 
-,, )'Oll 
idtP!l!lf 
'n~onal 
1er, ll1t 
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I 
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Your memory's 
a sieve? 
Your miricl wanders? 
Don't despair. 
Here are ... 
J3y l'i\TIHCli\ SKi\l.KA 
/:. J=lllEND OF Mllm was at a din-
/ 
.. :·~ ner party where l\'.'o men she 
..• _:':., knew were dbc11ssi11i.; Tire 
Ri~lrt St11IJ; u book nboul the Mcr:u-
ty space nro:~m.n. Wi:i! · Ted went 
011 anJ on nboul the tcchliical details 
he Ital.I pickr~d ur from !h:: book, !Jan 
om'.r1:\l only a few tc11tntive com-
ments. "lbl got so much more out 
of tho:: tending lhan 1 did,·· ban later 
s:,itl tn my friend. "Is Ire m~tch 
irn1artcr than l am?'' 
r,tr l'ric11tl, an ctlucntor, was curi-
ow~. She knew the two men hat! 
sir11ilar cc!ucntionttl backnonntls 
a!1J intelli~cnce 11.:vcl~. Sh0 talked 
wi!h car.:h nnd tliscovercd the ari• 
swer-: 'lhl just knew· how lo learn 
better than Dan ditl. TcJ Imel matle 
his brain 111orc absorbent b}' 11:;ing a 
few simple i;kills. 
For rears, experts h:lll believed 
that an imlividunl's nbility to learn 
was a lixetf cripacity. During the Inst 
· two decades, however, leatlf11g psy-
chologists and educators h;,., e come 
to think otherwise. "We have in-
creasing proof that human intelli-
gence is expandable, .. sars Jack 
Lochhcnd. director or the Cognitive 
Dcn!loprr.enl Project at I.he U nivc-r-
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst. 
11 \Ve know that with prnper skills 
people can nctua!ly improve their 
learning nlJility. '' 
Morccvcr, these skills are basic 
enough so tltat almost anyone can 
master lhcm with practice. Here, 
gathered l'iom the it.leas or cxrcm 
across the country, are si:< proven 
ways to l-oost your le:irning abilily. 
I. Loo/.: at tire l,ig r.ic!11rc? first. 
When rem.ling new. unfamiliar nnte-
rial; do not plung·! llitectly into iL 
You can increa~c rour con,prehcn-
sion and retenlion if )'G!I scan the 
material fir5I. Skim subh:::ads. photo 
captions uml auy available summa-
,21 
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]111!11 'Ii.fl. 
l~EADER'S DJGI\.ST 
,·:cs. '.Vith rcrorts or articles, read .. ·--·"-I, 
t_ 
February 
the 11rst scntc;Kc of e:ich parar,raph; 
with bocks, :·::·11<..:e at the table of 
contents ::ml intrnduction. 
All thi~; prcvicwint; will help an~ 
ch,ir ill yrn1r mir:d wliat you then 
f,:':'.d. 
2. Slow ,!. ''<'.'I and taik. to your-
s cir: Whik :-:pccd-rcndrng may be 
fine for easy m:ikrial, slower read-
i112, can be mth.:h rn.orc crf~ctive for 
~:bsorbfng co111~·~J.:.:x, chaiicnging 
~ \':Prk.,. Arthur Wl:imb::y and Jack 
· J,,,clil1,_·ad, co-:1utli0rs or the high-
schuul :•nd ,: .iiiq;c h.11J1..lhook l'rob-
.l,·1n Sn!1·i11.,,· u:1d Co11111rclic11sion, 
li:,Vl· i:,t>ht,.;d three b:tsic di!Tc:rcnces 
in l,ow c'.uod and had learni.;rs study: 
o C,(i<HI k:in:L·rs vocali,.c, or 
Vt)tl·,· iii,: rn:11\:ri::l, L'.ither silently or 
al,. nit!. Tlwy :duw down, listt:.tiing to 
e;ich \',ord :is tli,:y rc:1d. 
.~ Guod lc:m~crs, when stymied, 
auto,n ,:i,·;;lb' 1crc:1d until they un-
lkr:,l:1:;cl lite 11wkrial. Poor rc.'.:clcrs, 
by C(l,1i1;:,t, iu·;t }.,; ,•p going ir they 
dl,n't i:l'l it tl1L: lir:,t time. 
. "' ( :1,,1tl L':1nw1 s heco1n•' ",1i.:livc-
lv i11vu!v,·d" wi1li 1:cw in!'un11:ition. 
'! i,n· tltink :d.J,>Ilt v,lnt they l'l':Hf, 
cJ,:,,il:11;'.,'. it, 111.1kr: ii tiH'ir ti,vn. 
Ju 11n<;, 'v\'!iimlJCY i11trndnccd ii 
slow, VOl':tliiul rcadi11g method into 
a live ·\We k, pn:-frcshman program 
at Xavier University in New Or-
k;11!S. M,lllY ur ;ii:_~ 175 studr:;;ls llS-
ing this tcclniq:;~, jumped two grudc 
kvels in cou;prehcnsion, and their 
college-aptitude test scores rose by 
,,s rnlld1 as 14 pcrccnl. 
3. l'rnctice ,ncmory-enlwncing 
1echuic111es. When I was eight and 
eouldn't spell '·aritlimetic," a teach-
cr t:iwiht me a scnknce that has 
rcm:1inc:d locked in my mind for dee..: 
;,,ks:"/\. rat in fom':; house m,1y cat 
. ,,-.~ 
,,...1'· .. , . ._, 
rr~.,.' 
<-: 
( 
"'" 
' -----.,_ ' .! ) . ./(-i, 
j/>/ 
"'-:...._ .. ,. .. 
,. 
,·, 
•• oi'': 
:I\ 
.,' ( 'J 
' // 
.... 1 ,t· 
'.{ 
i.:;1 
'' t 
·'\ 
(c::---2 ;)) 
Tom's ice cream." The first letters 
of each word spell "arithmetic." . 
All such 111cmory-c11hancing tech-
niques, c,dlcd n111<.·monics, lr:msf'orm 
new inl'ormalion i:.to n:, 1. ,: L:asily re-
membered fonnulalion,;. 
Other lir:,t-lctlcr mm~rnonics in-
clude: "Homes" (the names or the 
Great l ,;1kcs--liuron, Ont:trio, Mich-
iean, Eril! and Supc1 ior); "Ccorgc 
l•::ilon's old gr;11111y r<'tk a piii home 
yc:;lcrday" (l',,,r spdli11g "l'.l'Pt:ra-
phy"); and "f\ly vny l'd11c:t1nl rnqfh-
lT just Sl'.rvcd u:; nine pirkks" (\hl~ 
planet system in order-- M1.orcury, Ve-
nus, Earth, Mars, Jupill'r, Saturn, 
Uranus, Nl~ptune, · Pluto). 
Mnemonics can uh;o work with 
images. The trick is (o invent visual 
clues that will make unfamiliar ma-
terial mean somcthing to you. . 
In study.ine Spanish, for example, 
you might k:.:rn that the word for 
duck is pato. Pato sounds like the 
Eng!i~:h word pot. To link the lwo, 
imagine a duck w:.idd!ing about with 
a large rot over its head. You will 
have a clear irna.r'.c that reminds you 
pot a:: f)litO = d!!Ck. 
1:i·1 IU U$rHAl!ON: OUJIS OHLOFJ-
1985 SIX KEYS TO QU!C!:ER LEARNING 
Once dismissed by rc!';e~1rchcrs as 
a mere gimmick, mnemonics ::ire 
now considered an effective means 
of ix"osting mcmory-dcubiing or 
even tripling the :imount of new ma-
tcfrif that test s1,bj,;cts c:i.n retain. 
"A good memory is tile key (o all 
·cognlilvc pnJccs;::cs," ~1ccordi.ng to 
Williarn G. Chase, prurc.s;;or of'psy-
cholo;;y a( Carncgic-Mdhn U nivcrsi-
ty in Pittsburgh. "And it is wmething 
we can nil have with practice." 
Cognitive research :shows that \Ve 
have two kinds of memory: short-
term and fong-tcrm. Short-term 
memory (STM) !:1sts fur about 10 tll 
60 SL:conds. Wc c:1ll directory a~sist-
aucc l'cir a· phone number, dial the 
number and then forgl:1 it. I ,ong-
lcnn rn(:lll<ll'Y (I TM), hn'.,,'vcr, can 
bsl ;1 lif'clii:tc. The scLTel to devel-
oping a t,ood mc:nury, '·;:tys Franci~ 
S. fkllc1.za, author or I1111;rove Your 
··Memory Skills, is !Gaming how to 
tr;1nsl'cr usdul inforrnntion Crom 
STM tl1 l :ri\l a11d lilnV to retrieve tli:11 
inl'ornutin11 when nectkd. 
Mn,.:1111rnics l':111 lw iii\' key tl\;1t 
.pu!s d:1t:1 i1110 I TM ;1:;d 1:,.·.1s the in-
fornrn!illn back 0111 ;11::1h1. Remem-
ber, the 1ni11d and 111c111orv :m: like 
musclcs·-·tlrc rnorc yo11 u~e them, 
the stmngl!r they gct. 
4. Organi::.e Jiicts into cateuories. 
1n studi~s at Sbn ford Uni wrsi ty, stu-
dents were asked to rncmorizc 112 
words. Tbcc:e included names of ani-
mab, items of clothing, typ1,;.s oftran~-
porfation, and occupations. For one· 
graup, the \Von.ls W•.!re diviJcd into 
these four catcgo:-ics. For a second 
group, the words were listed at ran-
dom. Those who studied the material 
in oreoniz.cd cutegori-:s consistently 
outrcrformcd the others, recalling 
two lo three times more words. 
"~"':yin::.~ to c1ig~.~t ne\V lnfurn1t1tion 
in one 1n:11p is tiif'r!ct;!t," sn.ys ·rh<)n1-
a.s It_ T'rabnsso~ prolc:..;s0r or cduc.2-
tion ar.d bch:1v:nrnl science at the 
UnivcTsi(y or C:ica:'.0. "B~' amtlyz.-
ir;·.: nc,v ~>1fl!cri:1l an<.I divjdi1·1g it into 
ulcanin~~fuI chunks, you rnakc lc0.r-n-
ing C(.i.'~icr.n 
For exarnplc, to rerncml:,c;- the 
n::imc::; of all 3() runner U.S. Fri::si-
dcn[s in rrnrcr or'.\::,·. cliY,L:r the 
lenders .into gn,u;~·~--tl1csc b(·l~:1re 
the \Var of (3 I:'.. ! l.1osc· frnrn i? 1 :2 
unli! the Civil \'.:tr. ,iH1·,c frnp; li,c 
Civil \V;1r (u World \V:u l. ;1;;,[ ilioc:e 
ai'ter \'/orld \V;tr 1. Hy llllh llTT,:11iz-
ing cornpkx malc1 i,d ill to t.,,,iL·;il 
cat.ce\1rics you· create .i pcrn1,,,1c:.nt 
stora,;L: tcchniqt!L:. 
5. Vi1n1s vorir 11/.'c11ti1t1;. Ti1,: IL'Xt 
tirnc Y('d ,:n· l':icni · .v;lh n:..·w rn:tlcri:1l 
yuu m:,,·,! tu 111;1·;lc:r, · :t:,k YO\:rscll': 
. iViun do f 1,·,1111 lo !,·<in, .fi·,)111 n:ad-
inr.: tlii.1·, n11d how Hill I benefit }1'0/n 
tlie k11u·,1'il'd.<,l' ,1:oi11C/I? "By tcllin~, 
0111sciv(:., wh;1t tile k:1rning •.'. ill do 
!'or 11,. we red uc1; ,, ,: 11· 1,",isLH1c.c to 
sludyil\L'. :llld liu·:111i,· lwiln !L::1111-
crs," s:1y~ l{llssdl \V. Sc:ilpu11c, J 
psych,Jlo,,•ist :tllll 111:111.1.:'.t'i :1t :\. T. 
l~ t.:, I l'l I l.' Y , I 11 l" • , : l 11 i !l I •.: I 11;: l \ \ l ll: iJ 
111:.1 n:1;:.c II H:11 t-,· u11 :rn I! i 1, ! • !inn. 
Sc:1!1)r.l11v r·crt)t11n1.c\!( 1'.; l't)L11· <)tlter 
tcchniq11c:; l',1r ifliJ'['l)\'i:,,: l.'clfll'·~·i,trn-
tion ;wd (u,:us: 
'b Fs1:1bli.c,h a till!,.: ;md :t pbci: for 
learning. 'foki.: the r,iwne off the 
hook; close tile door. By rcgubting 
your environment. you cre:,te the 
expect::! iu11 th:1t lc:m1iHg will occ.:m. 
e Guard aGttin:,! di~tnctic1ns. 
Don't be shy ,:buut hiu11,ing a "Do 
.Not Disturb" sign on your door. 
You have a right tti your time. 
e Try n variety of learning ,~1dh-
0Js. Dingraniming, 11otc L1kin1;, 
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outlining, even talking into a tape 
recorder are study techniques· that 
can increase com:cntration. Use 
whatever study skills you arc most 
comfortable with. Be creative .. 
· ,:, Monitor your progress. Being 
busy is 11-)t always the same as being 
prod11cti,,c. Stop occasionally and 
· ask yom;;elf: Am I cotitributing right 
IIOW to my feaming goal? If the an-
swer is yes, keep working. If no, ask 
ynurself why. If you're not making 
progress because of tension or fa-
tigue, tnke a break-without feeling 
guilty. Regular breaks can improve 
the Je,uning process. 
6. Discol'er your uwn leaming 
style. Educators Rita and Keri Dunn 
tell the story of three children who 
each received a bicycle for Christ-
mas. The bikes, purchased unas-
se.!l1hk:d, had to be put together by 
· . par...:nto.;. Tim's father read the direc-
tipn·; carefully before he set to work. 
~ !ar y ';.; father lai<l out the pieces on 
the 1!00r and handed the directions 
!o ~.-lary's mother. "Read this to 
me," he saiJ, as he st1rvcyed the 
c,miponcnts.· George's mother in-
~tinctively began fitting pieces to-
gether, glancing at the directions 
only when st.- mil'.d. By day's-end, all 
Lim::,~ bikes were assembled, each 
from a different approach. 
"Allhoui;h they didn't realize it," 
says .Rita Dunn, professor of educa-
tion :ctSt. John's University in New 
York City, "the parents had worked 
according to their own learning 
styles." 
"Our approaches to unfamiliar 
material 2re as unique an<l special-
ized as.we <:re, and a key to karning 
is recognizing-and accommodat-
ing-the style that suits us best," 
~ays Ken Dunn, professor of educa-
tion at Queens College in New York 
City. 
Learning styles can van• dramati~ 
ca!ly. The Dunns have developed a 
Productivity Environment Prefer-
e ncc Survey, which il.h.:ntifies 
2 I elements that affect the way we 
·learn. These factors include noise 
level, lighting, amount of supervi-
sion required, even the time of 
day. 
What's your style? Try some 
self-an~lysis. What, for example, 
i5 your a;proach to putting togeth-
er an un:issemblcd item? Do you 
concentrate better in the morning 
or in the evening? Iri a noisy envi-
ronment or a quiet one? :\bke a list 
of all the r.luses and minuses you 
can iuen~rfr. Then use this list to 
create the learning environment 
best for You. 
Which<!ver style works for you, 
the good Ile\VS is that }'OU C<l/1 ex-
pand your learning capacity. And 
this can make your life fuller and 
more productive. 
for irihrm2tion on reprints 
cf tr.is article, se~ page 200 
J;,k Allach 
c_,,4 SENATOH, finding himself ~._:ated next to a borini,:, long-winded 
dinn,~r companion, tried for lwur,; to ~ay ~om<?1hing but suct:e..:ded only 
in making sli!Jhl so!lnds. Firwlly hi, comp.J.n:;_,n stoppcJ talking. "What's 
tbi1t stranl~C souud you've been rnakin:;T' he ticrn;,.nded. 
·'It's a won.I," replied the Scn:!tor, •·trring to get in edgewise." 
-F11n11y Funny World 
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he co11 !t.l write his essays ~rnd cx:1m< 
"Wha, du you pl:111 lo do wilh 
!ilcsc d<.:'.!rccs'!"' ash·cl one of his 
pru!·C's-;nrs. (l\·1y rri•::11d was about to 
get hi.s master's dl'!~rcc.) 
"Tc:1ch," hl'. 1 cplil·d. 
"Sciw(l! f(lr (!1,: Ui11d, ch'! Well, 
tl1;1t will be :1 .t:ood lire .... " 
"No. 1\t colkgi:.'' 
"I l111m!" musl·d !he professor. 
"How cou:d you possibly read anti 
gr:,dc your students' essays'!" 
"There has to be a way," said my 
(rirnd. ,\nd !her~ w:1s. 
· Virsl th,·re wcrc i'riends and fam-
ily wh,i n:;1d thosl: essays (() him, 
and lie dictated c01 n:ctions and 
g1:aks. Tlic.:11 thi.: tar>L' recordercamc 
.1IP11::, .iml llis student:-; ri.:ad thi.:ir 
-.:i , H 11 !, 111 Io I ii, ii . I k e o u Id s i I w i I II II is 
c.,;i rn:1d1illl·, l1sl•:11, :i11d type co11111ie11ts 
:11id s11::;'.t'',:iow; n,; l1i:. ekc.:1rie type-
wri1cr. SnllJolh as silk! 
I 11111:~1 e<l11i'css. 'J lic l'ricrnl I have 
l't'l'tl dc:,cribi11J; j.., 111y,;clL 
Mlll c lh:111 <;n }'l::1rs .ll!O, [ pickt•d 
u1 1 :11~· li1;-;t stylus a1Hl p:1i11stal-.i111dy 
PIIJl<:hcd (llll tl1e lir:,I klll'I'~: OJI lllY 
Br,1ilk sl:.ll.!. Now I sil i11 my or/ice 
in : iil' E!wli'ilJ dep:1rt111c11l of' H line 
cc,!k.•:c wri1i1r_: lliis :irtick on my 
wo: d procc..,sor. Because il is 
equipped with a spced1 synthesizer, 
it c;in r .. :ml hm.:k lo me what I lrnvt: 
writ:cn. 
111 over :io Yl..',trs as a prof'L:ssor, l 
h:1vc d.:pci1dcd less on friends :ind 
fom;Jy and more on lcd1110!(,gy. I'm 
cspcciaily imkbtcd lo organi1..atic,ns 
like Rccordin-g for the Blint!, whose 
voiuntccr n.·a(lcr:, put book,, on au-
dio cassellcs, frcc-011-!,,:111. for peo-
ple like m:: lo !i,;t,.;n lo illld 1.0 k.1d1 
fro111. Tlw:,;c :1dv;111c,.'s h::vc made 
my career not ,,rdy p,)ssibk but :d-
most comfort:ibk:. 
My case is 1101 Ul!usual. It's mere-
ly one illustration that, no matter 
what your situation. somi.: person 
has been there before. thuugbt :1bout 
it and had some: idc.is about Lmv !() 
makt.: thi111:s helter. 
Don't sllarpt.:n yo11r kt:lli- sharp-
en yom wils. Find out what !hose 
others have tliou1..:h1. am! 111;1ybi: }'Oll 
can improve 11p(1n !heir ideas. T!i:1t 's 
how we· h1111i;i11 lwi11::s h;1V(' 111:111-
ngcd lo survivc while olhl'r S!lLTies 
have failed. Ir we stop t:si11g our 
minds, we risk being tossed up on 
the shelf or history lo ::athLT dust 
with otl1crs whc.l f'aikd lo ;ul,11 1 1. 
hrn I '.-ll'OHM/\TION on c:a:.~c'l ll'· n:-
cordl'd textbooks. •.vri1c RL·cn1din:: /'or 
the filind, Im: .. :w "os/.i.!l Rd., l'rincc-
1011, N .J. 08540. Th,: National Library 
Service for tht: Blind and l'hysic,iily 
Hamlic:ippcd, Washin1.:lon, D.C. 
· 20542. provides i11fonn:1tion on T::lk-
ing Books, as docs the 1\m,Tirn11 
Printing House fur the iJli11d, Box 
'1435. Louisville. Ky. 4020/1, whkh 
als•J publishes aural editions of Read-
er's Digest. 
. /<:1111 'fi-i/1'ml \' ~ t 
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,.:.:.:)JN('E I W:\S (WITINO" lo! or co11101enls Oil my l'l'CClll wcfr:hl los~:. I 
came lo l'.xpcct adrniri11g remarks fro1111H::arly everyone I met. Thcrcfore, 
wlicn I wen! lo !he store lo buy some paint for our kitchen and the clerk 
ask,·d mc, "'l'hi1111cr'.'" I rcplicd, "Yes, a bit. Twenty-six pounds, to be. 
L'X:!Gl. •• , 
·1 ill'. r.:lcik rooked blank al fir!l'! and then said, "Timi's nice·- but I 
mc.inl, 'l)o you need any paint !liinncr'!'" -Cnn1,it,u1~,1 h}' Eric:, ~1.."1,an . 
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The cradle'. of' tl1c 1\nit'.i:11.i's 
incredible, prehistoric c:ult.urc w,1s a barrc11 
canyon in tlic Southwest. Tucby ,,-c ii11d 
o:1ly tantaliziug clues to their rc111,trkal)le 
achievements and d.cdiw:: 
Bv RONALD Sc:1111.um 
'j:T--.>. U!UNG A SNOWSTOR~,l i!l I R~8, 
::/ ;,~ two c:owhovs searclung lor 
.t_.} st1·ay cnllk peered into a can-
yon in Colorado\ desolate Mcs:i 
Verde. There they :;aw, shi111mcrini.: 
through the fnlii11g snmv. the outlines 
ofhuildin:'.swh,.;rc n,, building:; m1r.lit 
to havi:: bct.:n. Climbing dmv11 into a 
large rct·cs:, hall\v:iy to thC' bottom of 
:I :;ll'.e)l cliff. lht.: IIWtl L'!ll-:: cd ;1 lll,l!,'.-. 
11iliccnl little r;ity t•i' nwJli,,ll•rii.:d 
stone dv,c.:llin;:s. Inside tlti.; still\.'· 
tun:s tht.:Y f',1u1H.l P\lllt:ry, \(lo!s and 
the ashc:s or cool:rn:; fir,:~ .. all un-
!otH:licd f'.ir (,(;ll Yl';1r1;. TIil: :,ii-:, nnl\· 
famed,,:, Cliff l'ab.:t:. \'.'as Pm: oftlic: 
PIIOIIJ "'11\:lli\LI. f) V!'lflfli:t.l 1HAlli.l:-lt,.t. J'·\Ju..,·.'~/d'.: /1\J 
...J 
~ 
.. f]Jll!II i 111:JJIID I llfL 
Rl:ADER'S lJIG!-:ff April 
s•. !:leml'n!s 1,f the must remarkabJc 
PrchistLiric.: J\meric::rn': I ndi:1n~ nor!h 
or \il'\ico. \ 
N:im,..'d the J\11as:1zi-!hc ancient 
0nr:s--hy t lv.: blc'r-arriving Nav:1.ios, 
1Lesc.: cni::matic l11di:i;1~ dis:!f'PC:trL·d 
in ,:H.: 1:11h ccntu:·y. Ti1cy lc!'t bl·hind 
an advanced cul lure and stone bu ii J-
ines ::.o impressive that svmc c:.,rly 
arci"wnlogist:-; erroneously attribtJ!cd 
them 10 the f':1r-travcling Teltccs of 
Mexico, :woo miles to the south. 
,\mong the' most m>l,1blc ruins i1rc 
.Jhvsc in !111.: t>.k:rn Verde and Hovcn-
·wc,,p rc!.:ion" of sou!hwcsti:rn Colo-
r:ido ,ind a<1_;(1i11in;; Utah, in the 
Kaycnt,1 tcrriiory straddling the 
i\rizona-lltah border, am! in pic-
turesque Canyon de Chelly in 
nurl lwa:,krn A ri;·.ona. 
l\-rli:1ps 1l1L· 111\1-;t i111portant Ana-
s;1;,.i center w:1s in ( '.hau.1, .t canyon 
1 s miles long aml OIIL: mile wide in 
nc,rlhwcslL'rn Nc:w l\kxico. Tlwrc, 
around A.D. 10,;o, the people cxpc-
ri,•nt·L·d ;1 suddc·u liurst or cn:ativity 
.~o 1rnr 'i\:1.:l'dc11:L·d th:1t :1rL·hco(ogists 
rL:i'l'.I' tn ii :is till· "Chaco pfiL~llon1c-
1w11." In :i few dn::1dt:s lhcy built a 
co11111ln, or 11 elabor:itc 1owns thal 
bt,.1sso111\:d into till- rL·li,•.ious, politi-
c:d ;iml co1nJ11l·rci:tl capital of the 
;\ 11:t:,:i1.i w,1rld. Including smaller 
011t l:,,in:: co1111111111i·tic:s, the.: canyon 
hdd a populatiun estimated to b1.: 
-over woo, c~:tr:10nlinarily large for a 
stP11~ :1t:·..:·li'JH.' dcs1.:r! society.· 
Th~ pcopk liv~d in 111ultisturicc.l 
":i;1 arl111cnt" buildin~:s called Great 
Houses, which wen: not equaled in 
si1c until brgc ones were built in 
11rban cenl ers snnte ci~!ht centuries 
J;1!l'!'. Wl1~' s11ch cnnccnlratcd living 
quartcrs wen: necessary with so 
much I.ind available is m1e mystery. 
E.ich or the Gre:li 11011:;cs was con-
1Jo 
structed ofhunclrTds ti!'thmrsand, •Jf 
!bt Sl8ncs and nicrc tll:1!1 20.000 
pine ::nd spruce roar beams, which 
had lo bt.: h:iukd from :is far :,s ,,; 
miks ,lW:ty-witlllllll the :,id of' dr:~i\ 
,mi1:wi.,: tir '.'.'iiLT!t.:d \ clp,·k·< Th~ 
n1aso11ry \V~1..-.. Pllt.·!1on1eu:d, \Vi~h each 
stone block meticulously chisckcl, 
cemented \Vith a thin l:1ycr of mud 
and veneered with smaller stones: 
Esthetically pleasing, the buildings 
blend into the natural scenery. 
Grandest of the Great Houses 
was Pueblo Bonito. A five-story, 
D-slwped struct urc. it covered three 
acres and corit:iim:d .some 800 rooms. 
According to trcc-rinr. dating or ils 
roof limbers, the buildir:g tl)Uk :,ome 
50 years to .;omrk:tc. 
Circular rooms, e.t!IL-d !:iv.is, of 
which thcrt.: a1·c .r/ i11 h1d,Iu l\t)l1ito 
alone, tigun;d prn111i:ic11tly in /\na-
saz.i lil'c. Though! to have been used 
for worship, they also may h:1ve 
served us clulllwuscs f'or lhc mc11, 
who, i11 the m:1tri:1rclwl Anas,v.i so-
ciet '.I', \Vere mere bPartlcrs and rro-
vitkrs in ll1l·ir wives' homes. Tltc 
kivus Wl'l'C \ISU:tlly COV<.'l\'d with a 
beehive-shaped n•or of' lirnbcn;·, on 
top ofwhich earth and rubble were 
packed. Tbc un_ly cntra1rcc was by 
ladder through a hole in t !ic mo!'. 
Inside there was :i sacred hole in !h:.: 
ground ror :;p.irits to rass through 
from the unJcnvorld. Fresh air 
Oowcd in from slonc dw.:Ls. 
The largest Chaco kiva-63 feet 
in diameter and J 5 feet deep-is at 
nearby Casa Rinconada. I ts acou:,-
tics arc so r,ood that a whisrcr qm 
be heard rrom om: ~,ide tn another, 
und a :;ncezc is amplified to ii ro:ir. 
Each Chm:o fami.Jy occupied a 
suite of rooms in the Great 11,rnses. 
some of which were usc:d l'or st or-
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ngc, turkey pc1:-,, trash di,;pt,•::d O!', 
occ,isio11ally, burial chamber:;. Tlte 
Jiving rooms. which were ur to 12 
feel loni; :md abuut 8 reel high. w.;rc 
finisheJ ·::it,1 a kind nC \',1[1ik plasl•:r 
~:nd decorated ,vitil rrL"'.\\.·u·.:s. \\'in-
dm,vs :md doors v:crc ~m:iH to re-
duce lv:at l(1s, in wi.ntcr. \Vnnnth 
was proviJcci by i1 1 1l'rior fi1es that 
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A circt1!11r kiva in i\!C'.l'O \'('rt/(' N11-
fio110/ Park, .,·outhwcstcm Co/orndo 
left the ccilings biack wilh soot, 
since there were no chimneys. 
Family tics in the Greet! Houses 
scelll to have been strong. The Ana-
sazi apparently took c~ .. rc of their 
ar.cd and crippled long after the}' 
could nn long~:r work. The clead 
were treated \Villi rc:,pcct, :ind ,vct·e 
buried :s1H-rount!ed by the adnrn-
mcnts, tools, pot\l'.ry and oth~r 
goods they might need in the after-
life. The skeletal remains revi:al tliat 
the Anasni were squarely built, the 
men a\•c,·:::·i:11: !iv•; r,_,..:t. fti'ur inch..:s 
in heir.!!:., ti:c· wo1,E:n two inch~s 
slu 1 FlL'r--;1\Jout the .,:::me ;i,; Et:ronc-
ans or th:1t era. 
\Vhy t!:•.: (.'lnc():llls chn-;e lt> <=cttlc 
i11 ,; tk\,:hlc. !l;in-~,.,i:c:d :tml arid 
C.,,.,,,,., .... ,,--,;1·1-· ~'1"1!1·1,'"· 11·1,1st···,·y ,~,lJ !l • ·- i,.~: ,) t'· ..... \. _, J. ..... ~ 
But th.:ir ma:;tcr'y or in-iplinn is 
\\'hat c11:\l1kd 1Le1:1 to nourish and 
support ·a co11sidcr:1bly Lrccr popu-
lalion than Il'.:W qccupi..:s the area. 
They evolved a sy'.;::.:m or Jams and 
cisterns to col!i.:ct :rnd ho:m.l the pre-
cious rninwatt.:r th:,t t1owi.:d Jown 
the C,111Yll;i w:ilh. They funnc:kd it 
throur;h sj·,. -·~·\~ ditches and \Vater 
g:itc:, lo terr,,ccd plots where they 
niiscd u,rn. b::ans and squash. To 
survive the frcqq,.-nt drnu).·hb, the 
1\11:1-;;:/.i du,in,: h11!lJ":r year~: had to 
set :1·-.;dc l'll()ll''!l r, .. ,,,1 :o '.il'l' them 
llirn11::h tlw k:m v•.:,1r.-;. 
Ncvl'rti\l'.ii.'.'iS, the t\11:1sazi lived a 
rich li:·..:. Thr.:y din::d on qcw,; of 
mc,1t. nirn m1hl1. '-'!lia'-h und \\ild 
Vt'!·'::l:dik:,. willi !1:1: ,·,l;·nnH:,tl cakes 
b;ikni \',\ \\\111c ;·.: i\!.Ik s. ·1 L,·y wore 
!'llh·s uf l1i,ks, r,i.·, k:ililt:i'> and 
\\'\l\'t'11 l'\\ltilll, ~.·,111 t,i;·,.:tlwr with 
bone nn·,!k·, :i11d lillc1 s ,ii' tli,· ync~·a 
p;::: ·;(,n~.l' ol'!h~:111 !fed ,.vith s:\shcs 
ol iincly :,p:1:, du;: !;;,ir. 
1\l1!1ou;:li the:: 11'.ld no knu\,·11 writ-
ing or nun:c!:11io11. :i::..: 1\11:1·,:>.i were 
skilkd :i:;trnnomcr,; who b,iilt whal 
,1ppe:1r lo be cdcs:i:d u:•.,crvatorics 
01\ c!i1 f tops. 011.: oi' t!Jl: nw:it t':1-
mou-; is on F,d:1da Butte in Chaco, 
where ncc:dlcs or :,unligia (ard1:.:o!-
ogi·sts I c1·cr tu them as "sun dag-
gers'") foll bctv.--..~cn verlit:al stune 
slabs pn:cisdy attitc sols\ic.:~ :iml 
equinoxes. 
· Sinc:c they wen.: active traders, 
the /\nasa,.i may have acqt:ircd th.:ir 
astronomy skill:, from tl1c dislant 
! ':: I 
lllllll l:,c:tllil IL ,IL[L LI. 
Rl:Al>l:"R'S 1)/(jf·.:~T /\wit 
Ch,H.:o h~'.lpcd n:;1inl.ain its n,rn111c.;r-
cir1l uominancc. Curiously, in a lanu 
of foot travel, these roads ,vcrc 
hanJ-surf'acc<'.I and w !'cct wide. The 
l111ridrcds ()r miks ... or h;:::1v:::y :.lis-
CO\'L:rcd ... :n l°;ir : u n ::n:1 ~:v-,.·!: :i i:.:i1t 
through Uu..: roiu:.lt tcrr .. 1i11, c;·os·;ict! 
gullies un c:.1u,;cways and ci:mbing 
cl ins on broad stairways carved into 
the rock. Every ci1~hl to ten mik.s :ire 
tlw ruin:; of small pi.i;;blos, perhaps 
rest stops for travelers. Alst1 near 
the roads a!'c isolated stone <..:ircles, 
apparently si:;.11:il slatiom: rro111 
which mcss:1'.'.~·s could L:ivt.: bcc11 rc-
1,.iycd by lire ur smoke. 
i\\.•:,,-:1s. In f:ict, Ch:v:o ;ippc:irs to 
h:1h· h:cn a Pt\)spcru,1, tradi11g cen-
ter. The Chacoans apparently 
bought raw coll on ri om other Ana-
!'azi cc,mmunitics, dric:d bu!Talo 
meat from the pl:>ins l ndi:ins fank'r 
c:1:--t, co1Ter h:!h :ind niac::ws i"rom 
f•:kxico, and seashells frorn !he J>a-
L·ific co:ist. In cxcku1gc they offerc<l 
turqtwisc, mined over. 100 miles 
aw,iy. A ha1:·-u1iil1on piece:,; were 
l'c...'uIH.! in Pt1cblo Bonito alone, sug-
~estine lhal it 1n.:y have been a tur-
.qunisc-111a11uf;1,·t 1; ring CL:ll lcr. 
· The J\n:1sa,:i P\ltkry, some in the 
sh:wes or ani111:1ls, was painted in 
:-l riki11g gc'.ltm.:;: ic black-and-white 
designs. They r:,,;l1io11ed cxqt1isiie 
_in\·L·!ry or t11rq:1oi,c a11d shell, and 
....i \\'L'!'l: L'k".:~·r ii:iskc·t '\'l'JVL'r:-;. Thcy 
Ul r·l;:,·, . -d 1n11~i,.' Pn t;;·;i1ns, rall!i..;.s, 
\\,)l)fk:1 pip,•'.;, 'l!!d ll11lL's 111:idc ur 
hird hH,cs, ;i:;d pc·d.nl or painted 
,i/J'-!!'.tL'i picl11rvs n1; cliff bcl.!s.· 
A lll'l\',orl; uf'r,,:,d., ;-:1,!::itin;: from 
Around 1150, al liic height or its 
power n11d pro.-;perity. the Chaco 
culture n1yslerint!sly hL:g::n to dc-
c:!inc. Tia: i1;h:1hiLmts or l!1c ,::rn-
yon ab:::idrn1cd i!!~·ir :,p·k:;::iti cit,cs 
and kl'l tl1c ;1rc;1. V:1r; ,;,, ·--,pLi11:i-
tion:, for thc coll.tpsc i,, .-··:,le: ovcr-
pop11Jati1lll. drn1r::hl, colder wr·:1ther 
1ilai shnrl;·Pc·d Ilic 1,'.1\p,.:i11,·. sea-
...... 
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;'.Ju::.1· J;,1111,./ in 1,f,•:,<1 \ ·1·rt!<' .1i:1•s date hl/rk to the 1>he11011rcmil cult11r11/ l'l'tt of' tli<· 
,·\ 11t:.ra :.i a,ul J ,·11111r,· 1 /11· ir Ji1111n11s h/a ck-011-ll'!r ir c ,<!<'0111 c r, ic tlt·signs. Tire 1:11n10.1·c or 
11:,,· or rill' 111111.rnt:! r/011bfe 1:111,: rc11111i11.1· .1·1iii trrwther mystery 
-1 
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soil. and ovcn:ulti v:1tion oft !iG :-:oil. 
But thl'l'e may be a grir.m:c.;r rea-
son as well. In the miJ-12th century, 
the previously peace-loving people 
of Pueblo Bonito and(;:,:- nth er h:it,i-
1atio11s '.·:nlkd up thl' licJors :rnd win-· 
do\.vs of roorns t~rcing to th~ (.~utsidc 
orthc Grcnt tluu::cs and bloi.:kcd the 
main cnirances or the pueblo:, with 
stone. allowi 11g :1ccc:ss ,,:1ly by bd-
dcr-movcs secmin;;ly dcsigrn:.d lo 
protect themselves from intruders. 
Still. nowhere in Lhc ruins have· 
11111ti!alcd bodies or utJi,.::r signs of war 
becn found. \Vhatcvl.!riilc.; n::,sun, th.:: 
people lcrt the basin they had occu-
pied for centuries, r'ievcr to return. 
At about the same time the Cha-
c..:oa11s were dep:l!'ling, and pcrkips 
ror lill: s:1111c rcas,>n, lhc J\!1:t~:vi or 
ivk:;~t Vcrde a11d d~:nvk:t L' kl't their 
CX!Hlsed villagt:s on ll": mcs:is and 
built new pueblos 1w.,t!c.;d in the 
cavcs :nid ovcrli:111:;s or lhe c.;:u,yr,11 
walls. Tl11:sc diff di',dli:11_.•/; otl'L'rcd 
Pl'lllL'l.'.lion r1'llll: <'l\l'llli• .. 'S. TIKy Vvl'.l'e 
scl tuo l'ar intu lt:•,' w:i!!); l\l !Jc hn111-
hardcd t,y n1 1.:ks drll!'Pt:d from 
abPvc. ;ind could be n .. ·.:,·ln:d ()1dy t,y 
prcc..:ariou.-; ll:ind :ind ruo!llnlds 
C:UVL'l.l itllo(/\c c!iil. n11l ',,,.C !i:IVl.! li:'t 
a elt,e :is to who Ii · ·,tfad:crs cnuid 
h:!'/L' liccn---or wiic!i1,·r tl:,;rc :tcl u:d-
ly wcrc any. Som..; :i1d1culo1,:i·,t, 
,;us:1c:;t that the co;n1,n:11itics m:,y 
have been fcuJin;I anwr.g ,.hem-
, .. or a tirnc tht.· \ic:-,a \'erdeans 
prr_)spc:-ni. fl:1( U1e wii;ds o!' di,;:1:-;-
tcr. which k,d d:-ive:n the Chncoans 
fro;11 their homes :i century c;1r!icr, 
seem to h:wc p1irs,:cd :!1cse /\ 11:1,;,izi 
as ,veil. In 127(1. tli:.: :n:c-ri:i;: d:,:cs 
rcvl.!:J. a :-::t\·:1;:e dr,:11::-hi ~irucl-;_ the 
Sottlh\\·'C'St ~:nd Ia~,l.cd rur 23 ~.:e:!rS. 
As lhc cri:--i~ worsc11cd, the ~ksa 
Vcrd-:,ms i.Jc'.,::rn to der:.trt, leaving 
their cliff dw:.:-il:n,;s in!::ct. By the 
year 1301J_ :in.:hculci~ists believe, 
few Anas:vi we: c Icn in their onL:c-
wid..:. dom:iin. 
h11wi11g :-:,,utll\':;m.l into Arizona 
and ca'>tw:1rd inll} N..:w ~.kxico and 
the upper Rio Gr:l!ldc..: valley. tbcy 
bccamL· :incc::;tors 01· the Hopi, Zuni 
aod ulhLT tribe:;. WflD still L·:trry on. 
some· ,11' t!1L'ir r;~!it'.it)t;::, ,rnd sucial 
trnd1tic.,11~. :rnd live: in ;ic!Pb~· pu..:h-
los l'l't:iinisi:c..:nt ui' tlic:ir line ;;tont.: 
dwcl!iw::;. 
But tlic ram,~ pf' !l1L' /\ncit.:nt One::, 
t~cr:·,i:,t, . .-,,. \prva~li:~'.~ 1 0 0-!·~~xi~u (,'i~y, 
whn,: 1!,·.· l:"'C!Id :in,,,: liut 1l:e;1 
li_h·,I ii: \,'\L,1 ~i 1 <.::- ,,r',:.,_,1.i. I11 r ~40. 
l-·1:?l1Cl:l 1:{) Ul.' \. n:t:i~ tdP ll'd ;tn 1..:\:11..:• 
diti,111 \<' ii!l,i ::·!ii 11.11\t th: l;1ht!,, 1.1~ 
!i:1hit.:iio11:;. I k .s.:,,::it lv.-o v,·;11:, cx-
phri:i,'. Ille icrri,,,·v. t•lll !', 1111Hl llO 
trea,11r,~. U\ e~t','-' t.:~ ~;l'L~ !~L,\\' thL· 
l:::.'.L'tHi ·.:vu\vcd. l:uwt.:vcr. !-'er ·:,hen 
vi:.;'..VC< ( Crn1n ~l d~~.t~~!lr_··..:, \\. it ii lhc 
rayi..; or tilt.~ ~ti'tt~·:·.1u\..~:l ST!l1 ::L .. ;~~tning 
fron~ tb~ir lt1...:.!1 ~Jus ~i,r!';~~cs, th..; ~in-
selves over \Vatcr ri~d1t:) or 1~can:c cicnt r:1ir:s (LJ J!_J,,Jk :1~ il:·~u::h !hl:Y 
arable land. ,m:: l'a:,iii,11H:d of.•:1,i-!. 
·····~ ·~~ ·?":.,..,___- •••• 
. 'J il(t/()1//)' !J:',.\'(/1( 
\\'111:N N,\TlH:E designcd the.; male kth'L', c:h..: obvitiu:,!y lt:ld neither 
li.Joli>all nor \Valkint~ shorts in mind. --i;iil v,,.q.lian, t-;A:S:,\ 
T11i: lllH,!,\N IIOl>Y has scv..:ral hundred mu:,cks, m<Jstly tu kil ,i, we 
shotddn't have jqgg~d so r~ir. ~ · '/h · /,,'•" 1'11•tf\j/l\' 
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1\s gent! ;1s our original : . . · ··· : · cliocolalc chip cookies a· 
chnc·ol,tit' ('liip C~JOkies were.~ i1Ji.~~·:-,lfr:;.1F smooth. bt1ltc1y flavor. We make 
lh1"·t· :ur· lw!ler. We :1drit·tl · ,. · · • . them deliciously moist. With a 
n,,1,t clioco!:ite. :.!<)% r11rnL·. j texture th;it\ inrredibiychewy. 
1:: l,ict. ... :~::.'-.~· . :j,,..- Ynu might think lhC'sc 
C.o alwad. !1ave a t,l!ilt·. !\11d be pre- ,tlmost-out-of-t.his-wcrlu cookies would 
p;!l'•'rl lo fi:1d 1\lrno.~t I kime''' very familiar. be hard to come by. Not at all. They're now 
You~'.'('. j11s, likl' l'vlorn. W(' 1:ivc our as near as )'HI!' woct:: .. s. 1 • , , 1w"1:::r:n 
:..,. f u: v~:-0·...i.~ 
'.2.~.17~ more chocobtc chips make our new C()Okic even helter. 
·~ ,I . 1, I 1, .1, ,,i, 
,. 
.. ,,, ~ 
A pro1ninent anchorman warns of TV's adverse 
effect on our culture and our vah.tes 
Com le !I 11·tl j1ml! a ·,j!l'l'dt 
Ru11El~T l\L\Cf\E!l. 
. T IS DIFFICULT TO ESC,\l'E the 
L intlucnce of television .. If you fit 
the statistical avcrn~;.es. by tile 
age· or 20 you will ha vc been ex rosl'd 
to at least 20,000 lliJurs or television. 
You can add I 0,000 hours for each 
decade you have lived after the age 
of 10. The only things ,1\mcric,·ins do 
more than watch telc.:visiop arc work 
and steep. 
Calculate for a moment what 
could be Jone with even a part of 
those hours. Five tlwusaml hours, I 
am told, :ire whal a typical college 
unclcrr.raduate spends working mi u 
bach<:l\lr's degree. In 10,000 hours 
you could havc·,karncd enough to 
hccomc an aslm11Crn1cr or engineer. 
You could have karned several lan-
guages fluently, Irit <1pricalcd to YOll, 
Rrnll.lll 1'.l,,cN1·.1L co-:111d!1J,s ll!c 1\1:.~Ncil/ 
I .d1rc1 N1.,w:,;l f\11ir on the l'ul,Iic lho:nka:-.ti1rn 
S~·1 Vl(.,'l" • 
you cotild he rc:iding l lume1: in the 
origi n:tl Utn !; or Dostnycvsk y in 
Russian. II' it did11·l. y,•u eou!d have 
waikcd awund tile: wol'id :md writkn 
a bouk ;1hDut it. 
Tile trouble with te!c"isi:rn is tlmt 
it disct't1r;1gcs conccntrntion. Almost 
anything in1crt.:sling :!ml rcw;1rdin;_: 
in lil'e 1-:qt1irc::; ,,,:::e co11 ... 1n:ctivc, 
consistcnt l:,: appl icd effort. Tltt.: dt1ll-
cst, the kast gifted of.us c,111 achieve 
things lliat s1.:c:m 111ir;1,:ul,H1s t(l tliusc 
who n..:vL·r c,111cr-1111;1k llil :!11yiliinr; . 
IJut telcvi-.;ion t.:ik'l'llr:1i:c·; 11s to ap-
ply no effort. It sells 11'i instant oali-
/icalion. lt diverts us univ lu divnl. 
to make ·tht: time pass witlhllll pain. 
Tck:vision's v;11ict v h-:-.:u1ncs a 
narcotic,. not a stimult1s. !ts serial, 
kaicido,;CllJliC l'.'i)111Slfl'r:s ron.:c llS !Cl 
follow its k;1d. The vic•w,·r is on :1 
perpctt::.I 1:11ilkd t,l11r: ,u r:iilll:tc; ;it 
the mt1~;c:1111. ,o :11 tlw c::,tiicd1·:.I, ,o 
·~· 1'1U411YHt'l'I Ill '1,',r·t::11 ll!•)MP.:;1·11 I llllftrv,11L{IU1•':!·.·:·· ,1 II 111 •·I 111: i"•\1 •,!',I 'j / // 
It /ll'f 11·;,rq•' 1111•·.1 ::1rd: UNIV! f!'.,!l'({JI f·!? .\' ,,.l't'. ,,1 ! ,11, I{,",• I 
Jllllil L.Jllll .UI 
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for a drink, then back ,in the bus to 
the m:xl attractiL'!l-excepl on tele-
vision. typit:1lly, :.lie spans allotted 
~\re llD the ord,..,r •.)r minutes or sec-
unds, ::nd the d1t)se.n dcli~.l1ts :ire 
more L'l'!t:n car crashes ;:nd ricoplc 
ki!ling one :1110,h:r. In short. a lot of 
tel::vision usurps nne of tl~e mosl 
prccin:1s ,>I" all ll:1rn:111 girts, t lie ab iii-· 
tr to i'1icus your :d lcntion yourself, 
r:1tlic1 th:u1 iu-;t p:1,;sivcly :;urrcmkrit. 
( ';:pluring your :1ttcnlio11-and 
hll!ding it-is tile pri111l: motive of 
111<.•,1 ll'kvi,it111 rr11::ra111111i111: and 
L·1il1;1ncc': ils r, ,11: :,, :1 prnlil:1blc ;1d-
vc1 tisi1J1: vd:iL·k. l'ro1~ram111ers live 
in cc111-;t;u1t fear or losin!; anyone's 
::f:,t1cnlio11· -anyo:,c's. The surest way 
lo :1void d1•i11i'. ,n i•, lo L,·cp l'Vcry-
tlli!1,.: l'ri·.::·. 1P>l !,, ,:!r:1i111;,c :1tte11tion 
ol :111yl111..: but instead to pnivide 
c11ns1:,111 sti1111d:1tion tllrollgh vari-
cl y. ;wvclty, act irn1 and 11mvement. 
(_)uilt.: simply, IL kvisio11 operates 011 
llic :lf'PCi 10 I li-: s!iorl ;ilt-:nt ion span. 
lt ;s si111pi:' the ea'iicst way out. 
1l:1l it :1:1s 1.·01111.· !ll he rcg:1rded us a 
giv•.:11, as i11!1t'.!L'lli ::1 l,:c 1nedi11m it-
s1.·lt'; a-; :1n · i1:1p1:rativc, as though 
C ;rnt'.l'::i S:11 no IL llr om: or the other 
::11'.~U\[ JliOlll'L:l'i OI° Vitko, line! lfe-
(llll':tl iil:d to 11-; t;1hkts <'I' ,tom; ct1111-
11r111di:1!'. ti1;i°t 11lll?1ing i,, !·:h.:vi'iio:i 
si1.I! ev1.:r r..:q:;irL' 1nurl: 1i;a11 a ft:w 
1:,t1111,:11ts' L'()n,;c11tralio11. 
!11 its pl:tce tll:1t is llne. Who can 
quarrd with a 1111.·dium that so bril-
li:1n!ly p:ick,1:'.cS 1.·-:t·;1pisl cntcrtain-
1m·11t as a n1:1s:,-111;1rketinr. tuol? But 
I ,,:,~ its v:ducs 110w rervaJirw this 
11;1t1011 ;ind its lil"c. IL has become 
f:1~1liu11:1ble l\) I :1i:ik that, like fast 
rood, r:ist itkas :ire the way lo get to 
:1 ,·:,st-moving, impaticnt rmblic. 
!1: till' c;1s,.; of deW'.•, this pracli<.:e, 
i:: !11Y vi1..·w, n:stdls in inefficient 
170 ,. 
communication. 1 question how 
much of tekvision's nightly news ef-
fort is really absorbable and under-
standable. ;\·heh of it is what has 
bcs:n :t?)tly d,.:,c;·:\)cd :•s "r11:1d1in..:-
. gunning with ~;crnps." I lh;nk l!,c 
· tcclmiquc ii::hts co!JC'rcncc. J thin!,: it 
lends to make things ultimately i,or-
iug and dismissablc (unless tilcy arc 
accompa11i1?.d by hnrril\ing ricturc:;) 
because alniosl anytliin;.: is boring 
and di:m1iss:ilile if" you know ;d1nosl 
nothing aho11l it. 
l bdieve th;1l TV's :,ppc:d to the 
sliorl a(tentio11 span is not oniy i11l·r. 
ficicnt l.'.OilH11t111ical ion but dL··~iviliz.-
ing as wdl. Consider the casual 
assumptions tllal television tends .t.o 
cultiv:1tc: th:1t C\l!llPkxity n111sf be 
avuidl'd, l11:1l visual sti11111I:1tion is a 
subslilutc for thougltt, titat verbal 
precision is an anachronism. It may 
be old-fashioned, but I was taught 
that thou:·.l1l is words, :1rra11ged in 
grnnunatically precise ways. 
There is a crisis of litcrncy in this 
country. Cine study estimates ti1:1t 
some 10 milliL>ll ad11ll J\meric:ms r1re 
"functionally illiicr:1tc" and cannot 
read nr w1·i1e well eno11:.:h lo :;nswcr 
a want ad or understand tile instrn<.:-
tio11s 011 a mcdici11e bottk. 
Litcrm:y 111:iy 11ot lie ,in inalii.:n-
ablc llum,111 right, but il is oni.: ilrnl 
the highly liti.:rnlc Foumiing Fathers 
might nul hav·c found umcasonablc 
or even unallainahlc:. \Ve arc nul 
only no! attaining it as a nation, sta-
listi~ally spi.:aking, 1ml we are f"alli1ni 
furl her and furlhi.!r short or attaining 
iL And, while I would nol bl! so 
simplistic as to :mggest tbal !devi-
sion is the cause, I believe it cont rib-
ules and is :in i11l111c:11ce. 
Everything ahuul thi:c. nation-the 
strudure of tile socic.t y, it:; rnrms of 
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family organization, its economy, ils 
place in lhe world-has become 
more complex, not less. Yet its dom-
inating communications instrument, 
its princ:ip:il form or national link-
age, is one th:1( sells neat resolutions 
to human problems t.hat usually 
have no neat resolutions. It is all 
symbolized in nw mind by the huge-
ly successru! art form that television 
has made central to the culture, !he 
30-.sccond commercial: the tiny dra-
ma or the car111:st hnusewirc who 
finds h:1ppi11css in choosing I he rii:h t 
surrem.kred itsclf"wl1Dlesalc to a mc-
dillln for selling? 
Some· years ago Yale University 
law professor Charles L. Dlad:, Jr., 
wrote: " ... fon.:L·d feeding on trivial 
fore is not ilsc!C a trivial nrntter. '' I 
think this society is h<.:ini; :·nrec-i"cd 
with triviai rare. ,:.ml I fr:ar that the 
effects on our habits of mind. 011r 
Jan,\itiar'...:, our .tolerance r,,r effort, 
mid rn:r :1p;,ctik for comrlcxity arc 
only di llll Y pe!Cl': VCd. Jr] ;1 !l1 wrong, 
we will l!:1vc done 1;0 li:1rn1 to look at 
the issi:c :;kcplic:diy a11d cri;ic:dly, 
to c:t111sidLT now wc sl1ou!d he resist-
ing it. I lillp..: y,111 wiiljoin with rile in 
doillt: so. 
toot lin:tslc. 
\\'i1e11 bcforc in lrnman histliry has 
so 1:111clt !Ju111:u1ity colkctivcly sur-
n:ndcred so much or its leisure lo 
one toy. one mass diversion? When 
befi,rc li:i.~ virlnally au entire 11;1tio11 
~
n ror -il-lf_m_m_a_il-01-1 -U.-'l ,q;ri~tS r-·i·-
.t of ~/Ji:;; ;uiicl,\ sc~ p.q~e /3~ t··· 
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-'--'ASEIIALI., JI l:tS JC:en saJ(, IS a game O rne,H.:s .. tfl even more, It IS ,1 
game ofin11occ11cc. It is a child lwldini;: tightly to his Ltth:.:r's hand as he is 
tnken !u his first big-league ball game. Some 20 yc,:rs lati:r the st.:<:-nc is 
repeated-the chilcJ, now a man, has his own hand dil'iPCd ]l's! as ti,,htly 
by his son as they approach tlw ballpark tnr:ctil..:r for lhc !irst lime. 
The father, as his father before hirn, knows l'ull w,:ll th:it hasch;ill is Ds 
much busine:;s as sport. I k also knows that tlte world is 1:01.iu~t ,:ml tlwt 
lil'i.: is nut fair. But, given the :;fight..:sl enc:011r:11c:cmc:1t, mi11d ;111d heart 
kel'p to their sep;1rat<: orbits. J\s father and con p:1s, ttin,1rr:h the lurn-
slilcs. walk :-.i1k l•y side lllrough the d:i:np p;::;~a1:nl':1ys 11ndn the 
stadium, ullll ihcn ~11ddcnl}' cmcnw into the d;i:n:ling liri1:iilncss-·th1.· vasl 
gn:cn pl:1yi11i.: licld laid 011t lik<: a magic carpd licl'or<: thcm··-1hcy ~hare 
th..: cxcite1111.:nt tl1at toe.lay is somell1ing very sp<:cial for both uf them. Tile 
parent passes 011 lhe wonder and awe of his o,vn youth tu his childrcn, 
and in so duing r1.:11cws it within himsdL 
-Antlwuy J. (,Hmor, /lcH,·lw/J: ,..m tltt• l.un· ollt (M:11:mill.111) 
·:·:·~ < :·;. -:; :- ~::• .. ~~> ~: :• 
C!ailll Check. Th<: lui;gagc from the IJo<:illt: 747 from which I had 
debarked seemed to take forever to appear. I had positioncd mysell' nc:ir 
the conveyor and was Jcfightcd to sec that my bag w~ts t!JL· first t~1 slidc 
down onto the carrouscl. As I rcacht.:d for the b:::fs handle:, the man 
bcliimi 1m: said in surprise, "I didn't know th:it th..: fir~t s11itcasc ever 
belonged to 11//)'0ll<'." -l',11111ihi1cd hy Nu1111:in M. S:11t:kt,rn 
Jllllll : .I IL L:Utlll IL 
,\ C;ffdi.c\l0t:ist's OWrl heart att.acJ~ Jed ,, 
w a v,·id.:~ning- aw:ll'c11css of l he 
(Titic:l rok or :;tress in cardi,1c dc;';th. If you're 
.. I " I . . . . i · ,. 
a IOI r~:1cto;·, l!.'i ~HI \!ICC m;ty :,:::';(' )'Ot'J" ,!I•.' 
'\ \•, 
' . 
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BY W ALTl\tt S. Ross 
--.,;-~., :: f->··;i,,;:T S. J4~LJ 1 : r, !ntr.":"T;~t:.. 
n ,,, i•i•)•I~ ·•VJ•r•r·~ (HI ,;.•' r .; ancl 
' "' ,.,., ...•• ,; .. ,.1 
) .. ,..__,.,~ :,: __ ;:~·,:·:~·.:M', Sl:<!dcn{y bc-
c:rn~.· i11': o•sn t);:11e11 1. Th,: cxpe-
r ·.. i' ." ·, ... '. · :.-, '" i'y i ·1 ',, ',·t' ·,·1! '') 1 • , ~ • •• , • , , • f'-. , I ~ t A ., 
ci1•H\{f( t J ',.' ;; j~• . :,·. ,,, ' ' .. 
-'u .•; ;;,: 1-,;.t] hn·n ni:,,h.· .::hid'of 
c· · >:;·,;:;~ :11 rlw Uaiv.::r:;iiy r,1· :,,1e-
h. ~?./::1 /"-i._-,::!' J; .':·,·!~··nL r,;~: Pl<)Sl. 
{;:·i:r ·,T!<·ci~th:"1:: ·:1!s \tr1i! 1 ld h;1vc 
•, .,.n ·\ 1·, ;. · 1, :, ,, • ,· · · ,, i,··rt {...... . ..1 .. q .. s .. J., ~.d, (\,,.,_ 
!·~ii:: ".:r1::: :x:~!i 'hJ· 1 ·';.• VCJt!~ hthfr:d 
LI. , ":· ·. ~-.\;·(·r:·· r;;n!·t,1;t1,.-. Jk:-
::(:~\. t~i:; .'.'/1:i: U:., :·c !~:.: :i :·1_1,j,:V:\'S-
c:ubr c.era-::r ar :'·khr:.~k:) 10 do 
.. '. . 7,roundtirc;:1{11:g '.·1~s<.::ir,:n V.':1S rnn-
ning -;r.i.<l fr~J~tr;it,ing rt,tidi>hn.:ks./ 
"D<:sf:~:,:1td}', ; nicJ<.,:;j ~T the 
p:1,c," U:-. Fliot r,,c:ilk ··1 ,:riss .. 
cro•:::cd th.:: cuL:mry-icctu,·ir.g, 
trying ta lit1ild 5t1pport ::nnong phy-
sicians, Jlying in ;ind out on a mo-
: . ). 
ment ., notice. 
Though lie w·i:s :-?ltno'.,t ahv;1ys 
tirt·d, he was not c1;11ccrncd. I Ic 
knew he li:id tHme 1.Jf the tr:1ditio11:1l 
ri~k r1c:n1 ~ oi' hc:1rt dii't':'.~(': his 
lather h:1d ;;,;(·rl io 7r;, J,i~: n1,,d,i:r 
?'1 rlt• It 1,l)lf·I •ti/ r•i I •1 I' !••I 'I I ••II IITIN'I" ,\! '\I) AHf•J "'HT t•f 1,•t, 1 ,,,p "l'J II 1·11+1,1,1 l,1'111(, 11,;11" 
If I IF,l't'lfl'l;J l.; ,1j lt•t, J.H,( "11,'(1:I, 
! 
was still healthy at 85; he didn't 
smoke, wasn't ovcrwci1;ht1 h:::d r1or-
mal bleo<l pressure :md cho!cstcrol, 
no di:1b,.:tcs; ."i tl1ouglrt I was im-
mune to heart clise,1sc," Elil.'t :;avs. 
In the sp,:-ing of I 972, aftc'r a 
disaprcin!ing cor~frontati1m C'!1C Jay 
over his new institute, Eiiot bbzed 
vvith :1.iger and cou!d;1 't seem to 
calm dmvn. Next mo:·11in1r, ;dicr a 
lung drive and ~l..:eptc!;~ ~i)',ht, he 
1:cavc a nwdic:il !,xturc. F:,l!owing a 
bc'.lVy lunch. he tried to di:ignosc 
c:1:;c~ from a cu:k:q;uc's siid('.s, l.rnt 
his mind was fo~TS, his eyes were 
biurry. He felt dizzy. 
Suddenly, Eliot ~ays, "Ttit(:nsc 
pn:s:;un: w:.:ni !'ro~n my brc::1:,1 hone 
up into my sht,ul, lc:s, f~n-k and 
jaws, an<l dov,;n both arms. I had 
trouble breathing." 
He bcg'.m IO sweat. He W(·nt tn 
the coron:i:rv-rnre unit ,rnd :i:;kcd 
fr1r n:trngly~crin tahl::ts. No rdicf. 
i k lwg:m gnting hn,vd cr:imps, 
11au:;c:1. The pain got wt,r~c. 
"The: gam,: w:1·; over. I di;1g-
11oscd niy o,·,,n co1!clition: 1ny(< :1r-
dial ini":irctio,,. T asked the head 
mm:c for a ·.:ar:1n t Led. :;ir,:tc! .ed 
out and told her, Tv~ ju~t had a 
heart :1ttrrck.'" 
11,Iy~terious D(·:iths. During 
thn.:c months of n.·cttpl:r.1tion, Eliot 
rdlectcd on his life. "For the first 
time I n.::!lizccl it h:id bcco1rn.: a 
joyb:s trc:1clmill. l asked my,df: Is 
i! t!lort/; d,•in[; fi,r?" 
\Vi:h a tirm "No" rin1 1 i1w in his 
cnri:, Eliot ch:nw::1J. he 'st;~;tecl to 
t:ike b..:ner cu(/ of l1inl::d(: t·xcr-
ri':cd, ;r,rit i·nnu!;h sln-p. "f !1:id 
"."'---rr,,,,," I! .. ,, 
lool:c<l intu tl.c :ih-•!:•:.'' Eliot savs. 
"J\trcr tliat. I dcri,I·,:,! ~u ;;•:~ rid 'of 
the smail stn!f: ;>rcftl, s:)rn!'l s;,w it 
w:1s all s11i:1l! ::1~1ff.''' 
Eiiot knc.v 1._l1at mere tli:.ia ")O 
percent ot ;Jcopk who arc strickc!l 
with hcnr: <liscasc'. h:.i.d, lik::: h;mscl!~ 
no classic risk factors. The missi:ig 
trigger, he ckcidcd, nn:;t be un-
bea rn hle s, re:.:;, For y,·, t, s r~:,ca re h-
ers had liccn loukinJ{ !~,r a c!inic1ily 
r1w::s11r:ible con1wction l:i,'.t wc,:n 
:;t.r<.:S); :md b.:~rt di,:::1•.~. No-.·, Flint. 
w:1s murc d::tcrn:inc\'. tli:rn ,~vc·r to 
hdp pinp•.,int the co1i1,ecticri. 
i Iis own qu~s~ ll'.ld b···:un five 
yc:1r~ earl ice \':!1:::1, :1:, p: ,,'(s~or of 
c::rdioh.\!..~.Y :1 1 1lu: t.::,;., cr-.H.:,- cf 
Fb1 id:1, lie i11\'.cs,ig.:1,·d ;: ;,:::::cling 
prebkm at t 11c K,.::rncd1· Since 
(;enter: the· )'O~h:~r ;i::ror~ .. );1cc ~ t.::.:.-
•• .., I 
pnts w,,r!;i::;•. ,)fl th,· in.:(•n sli,,t 
lt:1d a ~i,;11if'.,·: ,H!v hi- '.wr r:llc of 
c3rdiac 1ii.:c::·.:· .,:,;I d1:;th tk!a did 
~,ge- ··,p~~-:\•v n~:1it hc,?c\.1111 t<Jl .!~:liup:;. 
L•:liot i'o,;,1d n11 111nl1,::i, vrl.c11:1-
tion, nu :d 1f\fjfm;d ·k,•i:l (.,;· 1 :.,k , .. :t -
tor::. 1h .. 1 L th.1..·fc Jl':i.f ::.:vid,.:ncc nf 
.,;tn:ss: t!w 1nc.·11 :rnd :::,:ir hm;::cs 
abo h:id lp~:i:t•r r:tt,·:s ()f ·.tt!( idc, 
:.dcoholisr:1 ;:iHi di.,.urcc tl1:1n did 
othr.:r gru1:p~. 
A lClll! of invcs'.r:::dors L:t!lc.J in 
by Eliot ,ind NAS1\ ·,rn·-iicll dir,:c. 
tor .Dr. Lnm:nt Ln Rodw noted a 
disturbing ct.;incidc11s:,:: 111orc md-
dt.~n dc:itLi; (-''~·,..:t~rrcd ·1.ri_cr a r~i \\' 
spaet: ,;!wt ti·,.111 ·at ar1y o!lwr , i ;it:. 
PrnLi11g (!.:.:q•cr, they_;:;·,·: :1 pw.siblt: 
li:1k. !'-!,'1.S.Ys lll!,;,!£.'1 \'.'as li:im• 
0 l·"l1,·,I ~-, · !,·,t ··\·,· .. ._. t; .• ,, .. , 1·1,.'.. l:; 
._, ' _, . ' . • ' • .. ._.. I . . • ' • \ . I~ 
"""' 't'" ... ,. f ·,Ill\' 1· -11' I '.' ' : l ,.. •. 1 
'ft ~, ) ., • \ \_ \ ,, I J I , ' . , l ... l \ j ~ ) i ' ( • 
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READER'S DIGEST fcnuary 
Blood-dot formation is thus made 
e:isier, .ahd the amplitude of the 
fight-or-flight response is in-. 
creased. Cortisol is n:::DonsiGlc. too, 
for sensitizinl! ~m:11! L-lood vc:;:,ci-: 
to adrenaliu-_::~n Dr. Eliot's words, 
"giving a bigger G:ing for the buck 
cent 0f those wlio had m:1de it 
po:;s;b;e h:id to be ice go. Aerospace 
cxecrts 1,vere bcirw phased out be-
ca:uc they were r1;;·11g t/;e: job .:ind, 
once di<:mi:;sc:d, tb.:y could find no 
cc;;,:~.,,;!lik 01nk1· (~Jr their spcci:d-
iz(· i' tr;!ir~iD·'. EL>t found· thcrn 
baggillg gr~~crii;s or Jdivering 
ne·.:·sp::ipcrs. "\Ve h:i.d forced them 
into a sit11ation where th,~y could 
only sdf-destruct," he says. 
In effect, C:T,: Kennedy hod 
uee~ ;rn ur:i lllUHion:i! <.:Xpcriment 
shmvirw what frar ,rnd frustra-
tio11--i.~~. stn.:ss-c:in do to people. 
}hit '>.'!lhom ;1 •:k·:1r-cut p:1tl1ui·-:>gi-
cal link betw:::<.:n ,: 1::s:; :rnd death, il 
~ w:1s imp,>sril,!,_: tt 1 :.r(':1t tb.: prob-
!c:111. ''','/,· r:~·c,.lnl lo 111Hicr:;t:1nd 
1.::c1nly r',nr1• ::tr,::.~ ll!i)1t c.n1,:c.: su<l-
cl-::n dea! h:' Ei:n; ~:1v,. "And we 
!·::i.d to iinil :1 yardsti~k to id1:11tify 
tho:·e at f,c:ikst ri~k, .so we coul<l 
try to pr(ju·ct th:~.:n." 
· I,~c;l(:l':~- '-';mi,.,; .. '.::;. \\'c.: react to 
~tr,.::;., in two way~: t\ ~ttrL!cn d;111-
i1cr c .. 1use~; our ;1d:·t1i:d J'L,nds to 
i'('k:1·;<: ;1d1c·n:di11 :,, ;•n·,,:i',·,: tls-f,,r 
i,1~t:1:tf ~1(l~l'!', ;'Ii:··~:. t,r ili1~l1t''; 
IH .:; l r:tll" :111d 1.1, .rnl p•:'.,',l!!C ~hoot 
np. ::rid '.:lc:Jd :ti::;11::: tu die.: r:nixlc.:s. 
\VL::i the thn::it i·;.mcm: k::ir;-tcr-m, 
tlw :1drc.:n:ils .s,·c·1 , .. · coni:;ol, who~e 
dfr,~:~ have ,H.:L been gcm:r:dly 
1:no·.v::. Cortisol :1cts :J!l)n; siowly 
th:;n :Llrc.:n:ilin, raisin;; L;Jnod pres-
s:i, .. · ;;,r:1du_:1Iiy-pa1;tly by w::is~ing 
V!t:d ·.:11,·r:111:;1ls $UC11 a:; potns:::wrn 
(t1n_·:i·~.;pl}~it:,~ du: li:.:::rt l41 (h:iutic 
rLyd:rn;). Ir also n.:prc:;scs sex lwr-
r,w:ics :i:-:d, wit!: :idrer,:ilin, con-
t rib,ir,·s to pi:-,tclc( i.tickiness. 
i8 
· of adrenalin." . 
These reictions are a heritage 
from prehistoric times, when 
threats-su!,:lt as saber-toothed· 
tigers-were m~iinly tangible. De-
signed to save lives, these ";:,;.ta-
m:itic" reactions have tbcm,d vcs 
become life-thrc~1tcnin;; in modern 
society, for tliey prepare the boJy 
for behavio1· for which there is. no 
means of cxprcs'.,ion .. Says Dr. Eliot, 
"lr\ like r:1ci11;~ tltc 111otur •:,:1/1 :iv: 
brake:; locked." 
Another link of stress to heart 
disease is s,:ggc'.:tc:d by evidence 
·that seres$ ,dune c;:n r:,ise lwm:.m 
cl10Lstt:rP! k·:(·:;s. Dr. t,1cy,:r Fricd-
m:m :rnd Dr. Ray lksc:nman of :h,: 
I Li:-uld Brunn In::t;tmr.: d :-i:111 
Pranc~sco's t.fr. Zion :rnd 1\frdlcal 
Cc.:nrtr fo1111d d1.,! tiw l,l,1,,·l \'l'o!cs-
tcrol kvds of ~;oin(.: n1d1li:: ;Kcon;1t-
;m1.:, they :;tudinl ro'.:e ;\:, l1igh :is (,o 
pcn:c:at b1.:t•:,~t:n January r :md 
April 15-tax ti1n::-:cvc11 though 
their dicrs di<l not 1.:l:an5c. 
Friedman an<l R,xcnman later 
dcvdopc<l a landmark concept 
linking certain Gchavior to coro-
nary risk. Their test C:?tc.~0.:-izec.l 
people accorrli11g to ho:;tility, :1;;-
gre:;sivene:;:;, irritability, drive, ti~c 
pressure. Tl10$e widi the !1i·~lw:;t 
levels were cb•;:;ifi,:<l "Type ,\"' 
personalities, and liarl alwut twice 
I 
l 
! 
l 
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1985 STRESS: IT'S NOT WORTH DYING FOR 
Coping \Vith Stress 
1. CLlrlj)' you,· ,:alucs. It's important ~o run not on the fo~t l.raci~, but on 
you,· track. Pretend you h:ivc only six months to live. J\.fakc th,cc lisrs: 
the thin!?~ vo!1 l~avc lo do, 1.v:1:d to dn, and ncitiicr ii.:-.·e tu do n:.1 r ·.1/:1nt to 
Jo. Ti,e~1. f"or the re~\ or your lrf::, forget C'.'crythi11,~ in th, third cltc.:.:ory. 
2. lmprr)(JC your "sdFl!il.f(s." \Ve :ill talk to our~dvc~, :rnd many d our 
self-t:1iks :ire nccJkss!y m:g;1tivc. Discipii!1e yours,·![ not to ovr.:rrcact 
emotionally. \Vhy (.lt:sp;iir wli 1:n sad;;css is :;ail'icicnt? \Vhy be c11r:1gc<l 
when simr,!.c irritation will p;d your me!;s:.igc aero::~? 
3. /.,t,·,1m /;ow to rc/11:c. Ail you need i~ ;i quit:L f<J()l!l. Ger ct,m!urublc. 
Then close yr_,ur eyes, brc,:t ht: rl1yt.h1picaily (prcfc.:r.d .ly from ·yc:-ur :il,do-
n,:·:1}; ;md hint out distrartit1n:; for 10 to 15 ininurr:::. Do d1i~ t\•,·ic:: :.r day. 
-l. l:..:t'f:rcr:re: rct"1.dcn /-,;. Trv to <·xcrci5c ~, lca4:t duc:t· tir:u:s :1 \V<.'"-·k for 20 
minutes at 75 !;;rG·11t c,f your maxi1mn11 l'n.:dictcd hc'.'.rt r,:tc. To dcLc:r-
minc that rate. rnl:tract ;'our ;1~;c f10m _;,,~~'i (d' y1iu'1t· ·\'), fnr cx,H·q,k. the 
rate is 1~5; 75 percent of d1:1t, 1 ·~'), would be :1ge -t<>"s <'Xt·rt:ise r;1tc:/. i\fake 
sure y,1ur docr,,r :1p11rnv1·:;, ;;nrl ~[.trt !~l;!<lll:dly. 
.5. (;,., :i:,· l,::'mrcly1111 11,:,·d. The lx~t way tn :1\'oid hnrnolll i~ iu :i!Ic.,w 
yot1r::cl!·1·ro1''·'.f !,·i'l!ll'. In 1,·1:t'\\' )'Pill' c·,1111n,trllCJll 1,, 1,.,.,;; ;1!1,I 1,,)1.,1.::,· 
)'t>t!f l,;~l.'.l·n::'.. If"V{J\1 1f~: a \'.:t,1k;d1L•li~·, \.."U!J'.,i 1J(•t": y,1:: !1\."C it. lP \'(!l.ir:-.c!f l'> 
take ti1·H.' off (,r ~!,c you jn.•p:.rdizc your diam:~:; u( kc, p,:i.:; ,;:, wp of a 
rnugh jt•h over 1 he lur:g haul. 
6. Adopt c!icta1y go.tis. Maintain twrmal \'.'<:ight. I .:mit ht to !J.J n1·.,re 
tlw.n 30 pcrcr..:i~t oCyul!r c:ilori::s; suktitl!te cereals an,l hc.,d, :nr (,;~ :1 nd 
su;;ars; mo,lerate ~ :'., intake. /\.ho, n:m;:mhcr ro cit:, r,·.il Lrc:ii· ':,,!. 
7. 1b1id "d10:1icai hu;;c." Orie clt-iini1i:,11 of !art:;; i~ I,,,;, ol ,01\irr,l: the 
Jl\'cd r.o ::rqui~e ro11trd d110t1?li ::11i:i, i.: 1 111c·:?11s :tt'(,l\lfll' fin th:· i'''i':ibri-
ty of' nic,.iinc, :ikol10!. ,::df,·i11,· :111d d1t1)\), 1\!y :iclvi,·t·: 
"'~ .l)111~d,:i11:,~--r)un't! :<uq•1•i1q: i·i d1r• ;,i1:rl<· !1···,1 ti1;ll;', ynt1 / .\:l dn !ur 
yPur h(';\!rh. · 
o J)ri:,Ling~·--C)nly in n1,Hkr:!tiun. N,, llhlt"<: th:!n tv.io (!rin!...-; a d.:..:v-
prcfn:1b!y wine or 11(·1·1 \'.'llli 11wal:;. ' 
~ Coffrc·--'loo much c.m 111:d;e you jittery, irrir,,l,i,·. ,,mn:: tfl in::!d.ir:l:.·:;. 
o Dn:w,---flnly if pr-.::,nib:·d. Clwmir:i!, 1;;.1k:: i·u:r _fi'd yot!'1c in 
control; but you're !ll.)L H.c::>l c:onlrol tak:·s cno,·t, r:ot csc;;pc.:. 
-J·:x,~.' p~("d from "lr It H:·,th Dy."n,:- Fc.1r7" c op~·11!:ht ,.,;, t~;r.,J hy Hol,.-·rt ~- iJi,Jt.J:!d Ui:tmi-: J.. Jlr-:-o. 
puh1tshcd by !hut;i.m Bollt" "'• Int:. 
the risk of heart attack of less 
hostile, more rcbxed individuals 
(Type B's). 
But Dr. James C. D11dl, Eliot's 
collc:1guc, suspected that not :ill 
Type J\'s arc cqu:1lly at ri~lc So he 
bcs•an searching for :i more orccisc 
m~~lwd to dc..:t~i.:t pc.:opk at {ri!,l!cst 
risk. Hi:; answer was a combi11ation 
of instruments I h;ir use hit• h-frc-
qucncy c:kctric:1! :;i~n:1b to 1,;~asurc 
:llld record cardiovascuLir 1 <:actions 
7') 
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READER'S DIGEST 
to rnent:il stress. The sitting patient 
is connected to the system, which 
first monitors respoases to "non-
stre~s" (including he::irt rate, liters 
of blood pumped per minute, ri-
gidity of small arteries). After 
these "at rest" readings are estab-
lished, recordings are taken of 
the pn ticnt's physical responses to 
three mental-stress tests: a com-
petitive vi<leo game; a timed, fast-
paced arithmetic test; and plunging 
a. hand into a bucket of ice water 
for 60 seconds. 
Eliot and Buell found that those 
displaying Type A bd1avior difbcd 
a great deal among themselves in 
their CJrdiovascubr reactions to 
th·:;~ str<:sses. Two bank presi-
dent~, both flaming Type A's, re-
acted \,·ith visible violence to the 
strc~s k,ts. Yet. instrument read-
out, cle:irly showed that one man 
\',:1; unruffled inside, his blood 
F·~ss:m: a normd 130 over So, 
while the other hit 220 over 140 in 
tw0 minutes. Eliot named them 
''cool" and "hot" reactors. 
Here was another piece of evi-
dence in the long search to define a 
scientific measure for predicting 
cardiac death. In the four years 
since developing his concept, Eliot 
has used it to identify people in 
greatest danger of heart attack. To 
avert these attacks, his clinic-the 
National Center for Preventive and 
Stress i-.redicine at St. Luke's Hos-
pital in Phoenix-and other stress-
disorders centers across the country 
have also adapted treatment meth-
ods that range from biofeedback to 
relaxation training (see box, page 
79). A few hot reactors may need 
psychotherapy and rned\c:1tion as 
well. 
''Too much stress is usually the 
result of a mismatch between your 
expectations anJ your environ-
ment," says Dr. Eliot. "You can 
regain control by changing either 
one. Or some~imcs you stmply have 
to le::irn to flO\v rath~r than resist. 
"People who do this truly 
change. And when they change 
their lives, they ch::mge their physi-
ology. They become cool reactors. 
We know this because ,ve can 
measure it with instruments." 
fer info1m~tian on reprints 
cf this article, see page 196 
1.J...;).,....._1-:f 
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· Pai·ting Sftot 
231t1nsH Actuss fvfrs. Patrick Cam~bdl made short work of bores. At a 
dinner party her profes5ori.il comp:1nion subjectect her to· a tiresome 
ddi:nsc of the ant world: "They arc wontlcrful little creatures; they have 
their own police force ;.ind their own army.'' 
Lcaninr, forward with a show or absorbed interest, she breathlessly 
~,kcd, "Nu 0:lV}', l snprosc?" , 
-Ms:gct Peters,,\/,;. Pot: The Life of ~/11. Pa:ri<k Can,pbdl (KnoFf) 
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c 7 N CASE. YOU'RE li interested, the 
: ' entire dcmo-
cr:itic process as we 
now know it near-
ly went down the 
drain recently, 
only to be S'.lved at 
the bst moment by 
some members of 
the U.S. House of l 
Of course, you di 
it in the newspaper 
person does the sli;;I 
wrong-takes a bril 
or votes for a lun 
<lam scheme-it's ai 
page. But ran ne\· 
about the good 
things. So I think 
it's time the pub!ic 
heard about how 
Congress saved 
the entire demo-
cratic process as 
w~ now kno\v it. 
What happened 
was some Con-
gresspersons were 
011 the Home floor, 
discussing how 
much mon::>v the~ 
\vouhl ncuf nc·~1 
r' T.!J JIIUI ll 
.··s l WAS LEAVING my gym one 
/- morning, I ov..:rhc:ird a n1<lth-
. :··. er bcr:1!:ng her (\; 1ughtcr for 
n:fw:ing t0 mil her race in the 'Nater 
,-'1!:·!r~r.:: a tnddic-r,' ~\Vill! ci~~'iSa 
"Yot!'rc such a lit:lc cow:1.rd," she 
told the sobhi,F: child-\vho could 
F< b:,vc been tno:·c !flan three yc~irs 
ui,L "11.'s the s:n1::: ,~very week_ You 
;:!v:,rys 11,:,~c yn11r dad(.iy ::ml me 
,tskuw:d. Su1:i·:ti;11,:,, i c:;n',t bdicvc 
V("'·,.._~ n:;11!y 1ny d:.i:giitcr.'' 
~ ,\i,h,,:;,·ii my ~,,,1J1a..:h churned 
CD 
...,. 
. ·- ' •' 
I 
1 
:i 
l 
. __ j 
with r:1Hc on th•.: d,ild's bl'11.ail'. I said 
11(1tllin;,:. /\ftt'r ;:1!, l rntiunalize<l, the 
n'u:hcr would iu:,t tell mc Jo mind 
!11}' own busi:ic:-:s. Dut I ihad no 
(\;1:ht lli,11 W!];•! I h:1tl wi1r:csscd was 
in ;·•:i:iy \';,iys ,1s b:1d :1s :, brutal 
h::::ing. Jt '.Va~ cmotionai chiid ,1husc. 
"The h 11ises don't show ,rn the 
, 11rtsidc, so tlli.:n: :ire no s\llti:,tics on 
hnw m:tny c:hiltl: l':l :.n: vi.:tims," 
~,l\:-i Dr. !\li,.:1h·1it \'/:11kin:;, rhid of 
p,:·,l;atri': p; in;:iry l';1ri.: al SI.. Luk.:'s-
l{:Hls(:wlt I to-;pi!.il Cc.:nt,~r in New. 
Y,>rk Ci1~1 • "H:.! a::vnrw \".'ho works 
\'iitli c·'.· ·, .·n /·;111,\'/:,; :hal tltc prob-
:,·111 is \\'i .. :c...· .. :prt::1d." 
• ll • • ~ • 1 , •!''-' 1 .I,,,.,, ::n, (( ,:; •1)1::·n "31). 
II. 
Condensed from GLAMOUR 
E·rl' .. l 1-,,1-1· r·) i': l"-::·l 'L,.~.J.V .. ~ \_jJ.. (l· 
! f ~;\ . l (.1 .P• ,,,..,h. 1 d'} b L1 11 . ..ll. t..L_))I".....,,., 
rfl IE lNVlSii~LE PLAGUE 
Nobody knows the number of 
thme afflicted. n nl (l,U}(l.'/("/1.l'.'iS 
is gnrwing 01111!11/!,' ·111c11l/ll-
hcalth 1'x/)('1"ls thut l/w yo1111gsti/r 
dl.'/11 ii•<·d 1,f ollni.t£on r1.11.d o//i·c-
1 ion '/llfl'/ f,t coe·11. mm c du.mrurcrl 
llum Oil<.' who is IHi.1/1·1rd " 
3usr,N JACOBY 
University of Minnesota psycholo-
gist Byron Er;elnr.d, w:,o has con-
ducted extensive st;,.id:cs on parenting 
and l''.'lrly-childhoc:d lkvclopmcnt; 
s:1vs tlic effects or emotional ch;ld 
a ,0-l"S'' n1·1·, ·o· L> ... ; 1, .. 1· c• ·1~ ,;C."··~''·'1"r1° • i .._. <. j \.,, u, 1 ..... .c. -..,l 1. .;, u 't u.).l~.&.L ,=, 
as th0.sc of p!1ysica\ Jbusc:. R.-~scarch 
conducted hy E:;ci;n;d and bis col-
Ic~Bucs sur:.;).cst.s th~~t · cmotion;dly 
abused :::bi!drcn suffer an cv;,:n 
greater decline in mental at,d PW-
cil0io1;ic.:,tl dcvclt1p111cnt a:, th::y 
grow ('ldl'.r than do p;1ysic:dly 
:1h11st:d L'11ildt en. 
Thi~: is lK:1;,ll!sc, :H.:ct1;\lin1,: ln :1u-
thl:ritics on c!1i!d devcJopnH:nl, 
emotional DLmsc involves nolhin!; 
less tlnn the systcmaric dcstnv::t;on 
o[ n child's sclf-cskcm. ·r lie kcy 
word is sy.,·tcl/Jrlfic. 
The molhcr I ovc.:riican.l u:,cd 
words that irn.licatcd a ~au p:tltcni: 
"It's the s:1mc every w:::~k. Y(>U al-
ways 111al< c: yollr <bdi i y ,.rnd me 
a:;lnim·.d .... l can't hclic:vc you're 
really rny thH!:h!c:r." Tli\.'.',c ,wn-H·i 
sillli'h' tiw n'n1;1rk·, n/' n har:1:·,s,·d 
!lllllhn lt:ivin:: ;• !1:1d 1::1,·: the)· 1,vc1c 
llic·sc of' :i wu1:1:m who m:idt' :1 11::hit 
11! :1tl,11.:kill,'. ll,:r \n,}!l,·r. 
E;111;11u1wl ;:hn:,L:rs ,:rl· rru111pli:d 
nol by 1,;l1i!dn.:11's rni.-;lJ.:h:1vio;, i,ut 
hy their own p:;yciJolo:_:i.:id p; ;;b-
!ems. Whc:hcr ,ibnsivc pare.nts 
cnmc from low-income 0r amucnt 
f:n~;ilic~~, tb .. cy arc u 1;ua1ly PCl'rlc 
who received in:1dequ:1tc lvv.: and 
nurturin;; from tLe:, ov .. ,i !Ylt:Lnts. 
l'-il·:1rly :d! arc t.!•:;b:e tQ ·:.:::: that a 
chii,J''.; bi.:;1avix ;11:1y Ji,1: b·~ 1·.:l,.1,.L·d 
to :myt!ii11!!, the p;:r:.:;it ha:, doPv ;1r 
foik,J lo <lo. An alJLr!:iv.:! p:in~11: muy 
fed, for instance, that an in!.1nt is 
cryii::s not ;1:; nn e., ;1r,:s:;ion or 111:11-
gcr or kar, but h::c:1usv the b:,hy is 
''b:1d" or "ut\\ 1,, r:r.:t n·c. '' 
Dr . .by Lefcr. u N 1..:••; York psy-
chiatfr:t ar~d f0r-ncr euitt', of lht 
nc\vs!c! tci fvr the .':~nc!t;;y of /\do1cs-
ccnt P:;y:.:hi:1try. n.::r~.' ::; :n the "fcHJr 
J)s" ci:· c,:·:1. :_i,~·.:t:!~ :1Di.l·-c: ;\.:r:ri·,:a-
t!cn, ,r '-'. ~~l~J·..:J :16, li ~/ :-~.:;i::i.!~)!1 ~~- nd 
do:-ni.n::1tio11. /\hu~ivt: ~1:-1.:·:t~) 111:!y 
usc Oi:s or ::.!l _c:· t:t·.: f.~,j;- ;)s to play 
ou~ th•.·i1· t>,·:n ·i.·:·:,·cl,oiu,:i_:::l con-
flict:; ~u:d ,1v<1id ~-~tc~n~~ u;:- to the rc[~l 
pres>;ur .... ·.s ot" cl:l:,1 r-.·:1/n1~. 
f)cr,·rii'«"L.'i,)n c1:../ ,iiyt,,11,:ing. 
\VLL'l: !:'.:c-yc;1r·,; .; .';: ;Jy hrnkc lier 
atn, i:1 :: I"! ,y~:1\ii:: .. l .' 1 ·~·c:id{~:~1. her 
kindt·i·~· .. :rt~·:, i.;,_:;L .. i;_-r ~i;1iq·i 1\:;:J;:,-~· 
L;lC •.:i;ild \:::~ liiiil ,,r: 1 i1 -;i;;,; i'ot1II<.' lier 
\Vecp!ni_~ :~ilc.:1U~ 1 '.n ;•. C('~-liL'r .. t\t the 
ho:-;nit: 1 L y;!p.:n:. tilf-. 'c;:.c.-ih:·r n1,.:t s~J-
ly'.s tnn\~1t·r. t;~~· !it.;:.· •:i!·! <!it::1·~ 111n1 
tu hci" :t:oi.i1.:.:r l·.)j l·1;111h:rt. lii·;lL:(Hl, 
sll<.: w:.11t 11:'!" ·.t:!i,:lly ·,\ i'.!1 :1 nurse ::nd 
didrJ·t ~t>~i:l t(l n,.'tic:; wli..::: h~r 
rnotl1<:r ii:11cn:d ll;, n:li"se"s iiivira-
tiun lo ai::,,.,rnp,,ny 11:cm. ''l,;a,l:er 
tk1n p:11 lil·l' ;,: ;•i·; :11 •.•l1I:d li::r cl:ild. 
till' li:<.1 1:iin:: ti:· 1i1:'ii:c:· did \'.':1., 
!tHlk !"11)' :1 ,·,;lfn• ,11:_1<:/J!llt'.,·, :-.. 1iJ !l1~ 
1";il·lw1, ' 1 ,·,,1.\d .,, l'. why .<,lly 
did11'! t1·li 11,1· ·;L,· \'. .. .s !,!!rJ. ~;!,,· ·,,.,;,,; 
tilct1·;tn'.;~·:d- tu i'·.:ir·.: ':''.:ttl c~!." 
\
1 >\'Ciiulp.:•;c;·Jl\1 t1;1,.·, .. ;};iJ•JL• ;'.;ir~ 
<.:nts l'~!t"l·l:: cu:h:ie j r:1 .~·:n~ 1 1 ·.~h.1,/ or 
cxvn.'·-.,t.; ~111.!,:i· '.ntt~i·c.-.i in t!ii..· 1nf.:111 '.-; 
<ler( ic.pr,1~nl. A~) Lt r(· .... ,!~i, i L :.: i:· b:.i-
bic·:, r1il to -..!c·.r:.."\)p \\ t1 :.1! i-!'-·> ~ iil)it..l~ 
gists c:dl ~, ~;L·cu:·,_· ;1tl~~:.;t.:1:1~nL 1u 
their )>:\rc·:1! •.;. \Vl ,en !;~curcly at-· 
tachcu cl:i),;··;,:r) 111·,.:d rens:~!!!";i!;cc, 
they ,:nmv tlt,·y c,n ,:\'l :i l""on1 
their p;1;·cpts-·.n~ti, t·v .. ~q:·n;illy ~ ·:·: \.'11n 
0 1.!11..:r ;il;u!ts \''htl ,·an· l"llt ll,,~11:. 
~\\ nl1~ si...:~1Ji>, ;~:-~\~:~cJ 1.J1iid y ... ill 
nv<dd P1t: L\1!'C\:i1:l·t· fill' fc:~r (Jr be .. 
int: hit. 1 :-;:,y'. p.,·:l·!t~)Jt1:~i·,1 1:! e-
h::J. ",\11 t'I!l;ili,:n:::,:: ::l·u·.,·d ·,·i, Id 
U,.,~.--.; ti~.:·. ~~J.U;·.:. ~llitl!', ! 1.J ;1\ 1.,id J:t.: d ::-
S7 
l 
]11111! l::clllll :L H.£1,, 
N!,A!>l:U'S DIGl::<;T F,·bruary 
,1j'J1(liJ1(Pl<..'l\! llf 11(1( hei111~ :l(t"l'f)tecl. 
"Ll11;1v:1ilahility is ~h::th.:ri111: l•e-
cu1sc :• cliil.t dnc·~n·t J.:t·! :111y or the 
11su:il cn,()ti'. 1 nal rcw;1rds fo-r curios-
it Y. T:·'.'\\'(l! and ;tCCo:n;,lishu:cnl:-' 
continu•-~s Er.d(tnu. "Tli:nk tlfa nor-
J11al parent's rcac1ion when a child 
takes a !irst step: it's :1 cekbrotion, a 
reason !"or pr:1i:;c :1nd excilc..:ment. 
}jut in ,J ia11m· \Vl1cn:. crnr•li11n:.tl :m-
avaibbility i<; tbi: st:H1dard, the 
mil;:_:'.;wnc is i~,flllrcd. Jr 1 he parc-nt 
iw(iccs ;,l all, it's wi1:1 irritation. 
,\rter :dl, a child ,vh(I c:.in walk will 
only demand do::;cr supervision 
am! at ltHlion. •· 
ne:m·<·iu1io11. In some families, 
p:1!,:r1t:, "te::m up" in dern:t.:iaiinp: a 
1,.'iild. 11s;n:: ;i ~:lt'.;nly :,!rv:1m t1f' vt·r-
~h::i :1i,t1"..: ll!;i, dis,..·rn:11!:, the d::\f's 
ar:l,i,·vcn:cnts and hlc\':S out of pro-
' JHllliun every sii:n ur 11,,·,hl'i1:1vior; 
in otLcr fa:rnlics, on1: pan::11 is llie 
at!ivc ,d1u\n and 011e is a siknt 
p;11t1wr. 
\V(mb like "always" an<l "m:v-
c.:r"-i111pl yi111.: that a child invariably 
l .. il-: to live up to a p:tren!'s c.,;pc.:c.:l.1-
titins-··an: keys lo disli11'.it1i:;hing a 
(.'.1>11:;i:.,c111l:,· :1b11si·1l: p:1rcnt from 
u::l' •i:J," 1.:rilici:1,.'.s lll'L·:tsion:illy in 
:1111'.L'l', •r l'rnslr:1tion. 
:;:,:-:1, a 2<i-yt:ar-11\d et)rnr,utcr pro-
grammer who says she lrns never 
en.i1.•yed a satisl'yint'. rc.:lali(lnsbip 
with a man, grew up with a father 
wll\l constantly undermined hc:r sclf-
v•.tc1.'n1. "He.: liad a cha:1t," slic rc-
i;.:ilh. her voi•.:e quavcrin,;, ''that he 
11-:ed to rcp1i:1t ;it k:1st a <lozen times 
a day: 'l'i111pk~ :!lld f'nt, pimnlc.:s Hnd 
· fa!, 110 hoy will ev1.:r hl~ st::en with 
thaL' '!ti 11tis d~1y I find il almost 
im:1,1<:-.:iblc~ lo hdi,:vc it when a man 
1u\ L".; 111,· a co11111li1111.•111. l still hear 
111v Litl1L·r'~ voice.'' 
,t.',\ 
In ambitious middlc-cl;iss Cam-
ilics, OflC Of I.he llH>SI CO!lllllOll l'orms 
or emotional :1lrnse is t Lt.: ckni;:r:11 inn 
of any ad1i<:Vl'D1t:1,t tll:it !':ills <;!1crt 
ol'pcrfcclion, sud1 ,is wliei1,1 chii(! i\ 
punished for bringing lwmc a B in-
stead of an A. J er,::c i'a wl, director of 
the Jnfant-Pan:nt Pnn~ram at San 
Francisco Gcncrnl Hospital, ob-
serves that "perfectionist" parcnis 
may display irrational expectations. 
"They have completely unrcali:stic 
ide:1·; · about how Ion~; an infant or 
to<ldier should wait lo be toilct-
trai11cc.l, or be c;<pectcJ lo bc quid," 
she notes. "'So normal behavior is 
seen as a dcficicnc;y on the part of 
the child, :md a foilu:-;; 011 tile part of 
the parent.'' 
On a rc.:ccnl cross,counlrY 11ii;.lt! l 
saw an example of this type or be-
havior when I sat across the aisic 
from a young con pk lravcling with a 
year-old baby. The cabin scrvi<:.:c 
was slmvcr than usual, and the niel:t 
attendant had failed·to warm up tlic 
baby's boll le in tiu1c l'ur his rc,'.din::.. 
The baby, prc.tlictably, started 
to ct y-and tlic f:ttlJL:r n•rusui 
cit 11"-·r to hold him whik t.lH.: mot lier 
went to find tilt• stcwnnlcss, 1.ir to 
look for lilt.'. l>ollk lti111:;e!L "'l'll:tl 
kid can't v,•,,il live se.conds for any-
thing," the father said (:.11,p:ircntly 
oblivious to the loud compbints of 
adult passengers about the lateness 
of lhcir dinners). "lf you think I'm 
going to bother tlw stewardess be-
. cause tlrnt kid is ::moiled rotten, 
you're crazy. There's something 
really wrong wilh him.'' 
Domi11alion. Four-year-old Tom-
my was recovering from a rnutine 
tonsillcclon1y in the childn.:n's ward 
of' n hospit;1J \i·hcn the l1llt'SC'S 110-
tic.:,:cJ he was un11su:iliy wil11d1 awn. 
J<)85 EM0'/10N/\/, Clll/J) AJJUS!:': i :, .'· !1'1\IIS/11/.l:' ! 1U.r;ur; 
-·--·-··---· f Qm:.stion.s to /\sk 1·ours·dr: o Am l co11.1·/ant/y an:;ry :11 my child" o Do l st:c ch:1ractcrist ic~; in my child that remind m:: or hPw 1:rnt:11 I dislike St'mco,•i.: else in my l:,mily? 
"' Do l compare my c:1:lc) unfavorably witli other people's childri:n? 
With broti1crs ::m! si~lcr:-;? 
t> Am l indiH<;rcnt ,vhen someone eisc praises my child? 
• Do I often feel ashamed of my child? 
lfyou an<;wcr yes to thl'sc questions, you may nt'.ed profcs:,;ional hc:lp. 
Local mental-health on;nnizations, lwspitals (especially ~hose iissociatcd 
with universities) and yom child's pclfortrician an: ihc b,:st n:suurce:- for 
finding an experienced E.nnily therar>ist in your ,:r1.·~1. 
He rcl'Ltscd to speak to anyone_ 
When Tommy's 111.:dialrician sug-
gested that bis mother discuss her 
son's behavior with a staff psycholo-
liist, she bec1mc fmious. "l'vt.: told 
l!im never lo talk tu any(ir1e-chil-
Jrcn or adults-if I don't know 
theri1," she explained. "I'm not go-
ing to spoil his training just hccaust.: 
!J,_•'s in the hospital."· Luter, the rcdi-
ai riei:111 k:-irncd that Tommy':,; moth-
t.:r h:1d in !'act told the boy he would 
die ii' lw talki.:d to slr:u1gcTs. 
The use or such ex! rem,: !hrt::1ls to 
stilk H l'hiid's 11at11nrl c.:11riosity is a 
common form or emoliun:11 :iht1sc, 
according I<) psYcholngisi~ and pcdi-
:it: il'.ian:,. "Wl''rc t:i!l;ifl': :1\,p,Ji the 
kind 0(1Jominatiun in wl1icl: a parent 
tries to take control of a child's ev-
ery action," says Dr. \Val kins. "1 n-
stcad or put ling up a rm,I boundary-
like a fence to keep a cliiltl from 
running into the sired-a parent cre-
ates invisible ·walls. The d1ilu is told 
that terrible things will happen if he 
explores Hll'.l violates lht.: parcnt'i, 
onl:;rs." 
Dr. Lerer notes that all rm rents try 
to dominate lhl:!ir children in certain 
rcspccts--by scttinr. st:111dnrds of 
l'<lfHl111:l :ind Lryine lo instill p;1rn1tal 
values. "But there's it big difference 
between dorninalitin thro:1.:.,h ~Jm:a-
lion and cx:,rnplc ~md domin:itiun 
tbn,u1;h cruelty,-· he :,.1y,;, "The 
abusive p:in·11l eels his u1 ;1er way by 
tcrrilyi11g !tie child inlo l'uii:,win:,; his 
or her wishes." 
Fntt SOMl: \'\ JUN(; }\ l)lJI :1 s, 1\;c n;-
pcricncc or liavin;·. lwe11 c1,1otiunally 
abused a:; i.:IJildrcn has m:1de lhcrn 
delcrrnincd to become g,)llll p:1r,.:11l.~ 
lh..:m:-.·:lves. l\ul lhl' n:·ol:,ll'ms of 
111:rny ''sPt·,rnd-r.l'lll'J.1li<lll .. chiid 
alm:;ers doll·, );urL,ce u111ii they al-
ready li,ivc cl1'ildr en (1!° 1 lieir own. 
Tl1ti bc:,;t h,•p,: ill such c1:,L':i, l'\-
PtTIS say, is !l,nal'i' lh:1! i11vulVL''> 
every lll\.'!11'.Jt:l' ul th(: l':1:11ily. "\Vll.:n 
t: child is being emoliiJt1aliy 
abused," s:iy~; Dr. Lcl'cr, "ill;; nrob-
Icm e:tllllOt be SllCCCS'-rlllly trc:1lcd 
in isolation. Om·e a rarL'nt realizes 
so.mcthing is wrong, thi-; c:1n open 
lff} the WJioJC ITFlllt:T ot' !tow tile 
family works_ And other family 
m~·111bcrs can hL' hnnJ!'.hl into the 
thcrapct1tit: prot:ess." 
Looking bL'yo11d the immediate 
fomily, ex: 1crts say that cmotiond 
child abuse is akttcd ii:, tl1l' rcli1c-
t:rnct: or (l\lhidL'l '-; illC1lidli1j; {°: i:·11.l·; 
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REAl.>ER'S DlGI~:'iT 
.li1(! relatives-to confront abusive 
r:1rcnls. "Many children who are re-
morselessly denigrated by their par-
ents tltink they deserve it," note:; 
psycholo::isl Pawl. "The silence and 
ir.::ctivit y or other adults help con-
vince the child that it's tru~: he real-
ly is worthless, evil or a coward." 
1 asked each of the professionals I 
intcrviev.'cu whether I had done the 
ri~!iit thing in keeping silent when I 
ovcrhc,1rd the mother calling her 
child a cow:trd. All felt I should have 
spoken up and said somdhing like, 
"J·:vcryonc is a!"raid of SlllllC lhin~S. 
!l's 1wlhi111: to be ashamed of." 
mother treat her chiltl even more 
harshly. "That's possible," she re-
plied, "bnt at ll:ast the child wouid 
have understood th:it not every 
adult ai;rct::; with her mother. 
That's important, because we 
know somctim:..·s r.:hiiurcn arc able 
to survive abuse if they find some-
one-a teacher, an aunt or uncle-
who makes them feel valuable and 
· worthwhile in spite of what their 
parents say. 
"People shouldn't mind their own 
business when a child's life i:-; in dan-
ger-and that means the heart and 
mind a.swell as lhe body," 
1- asked one p:;ychokigist if she 
thong/it lit::l a challenge from anoth-
ro cr ad111l might not h:wc made the !
-·-----------· .. ····- --·-··-· ------·-1 
... ,•> for infm111alion on reprints~·:>-· 
' of this arfidc, sec flJEe 200 • 
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Caitp,ltt iu Passing.~ 
Jv1an to neighbor: "Of course my mechanic is good. If he wasn't, 
would I keep going back to him every week?" 
-T,nn Collins. l.ns 1\nc~l<:s Times Symlklllc 
Wire t(.) spouse: "I don't want to brag, hut here it is February and I've 
kept t.:\'l'l"Y tine of my New Year's rcsolutil1ns. I've kept !hem in a manila 
!'older in the back of my desk.'·' -ori.,,.,,·, C11m·111 Cmm•,/.• 
ln the elevator: 'Tm what you might call a negative socialite-I want to 
be invited but I don't want to go." -Jllmcs Dent in Charleston, W.Va., Gaz1•11e 
At the beauty parlor: "I would never have bclievcc.l that story about 
Edna if I hadn't st,~rted it myself." -"The Girh." News Group Chic;iro 
In the pub: "I'm really discouraged financially. It used to be just 
1.0.U.-now [ owe everybody!" -Philip L:,zaru, 
Ttllll'isl at ll Caribbean resort: "She shouldn't cornpl:1in about her 
sunburn. Afh:r all, she basked for it." 
-Sidur Golub. qu<>1cd by nob lkri:ulh in Chic:ii:u S1111-Timr.1· 
/\ta party: "Is he.indecisive'! The only thing he ever takes a stand on is . 
the bathroom scale." -"Kup's Column" in Chi<:'1£0 S1111-11111,·s 
Fashionable woman on a spending spree to friend: "My Jerry's worked 
h:ird all hi ... lire. I deserve it." -lk1h Carn ill Sa11 l';;,m:is.:o c,,,,mid,· 
Appendix E 
Suggested Discussion Questions 
for the Language Experience Approach 
Advance Organizer Group 
Reading Comprehension 
"The Trouble With Television" 
1. How many hours a day, on the average, do you watch television? 
2. What are some of the shows which you watch most often? 
3. Why do you think so many people watch television rather 
than read the newspaper or perhaps a good book? 
4. How are the programs which you watch paid for?i 
5. How much influence on programming do you think the advertisers 
have? 
6 Which would you rather watch: an action packed show such as 
"Miami Vice" or an educational show such as "The Underwater 
World of Jacques Cousteau"? 
7. Why do you think you feel that way? 
"Six Keys to Quicker Learning" 
1. What do the letters I.Q. usually stand for? 
2. Do you feel that a person's I.Q. determines how he/she 
will do in school? 
3. What might be some other reasons for a person doing well 
in school? 
4. Truthfully, how many of you actually study for a test? 
5. How long do you study when you decide to study for a test? 
6. How might some of us do better in school if we wanted to. 
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Reading Comprehension 
"The Mysteries of the Ancient Ones" 
1. Today we are going to read a~out a tribe of Indians who 
lived in the desert of America•s•Southwest over 600 years 
ago. What type of houses do you think they lived in? 
2. How might these people survived in such a dry region? 
3. If you were to dig up the ruins of this civilization, 
what do you think you might find? 
4. What might be some of the dangers which faced a tribe 
living in the desert over 600 years ago? 
"Stress: It• s Not Warth Dying For" 
1. What is •stress•? 
2. What are some things which cause •stress• in your life? 
3. What happens to you emotionally when you experience stress? 
4. What are some of the physical side effects of stress? 
5. What Elre some things which cause adults to experience 
stress? 
6. What are some ways which we can control the effects of 
stress in our lives'? 
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Reading Comprehension 
"Emotional Child Abuse" 
1. What is 'child abuse'? 
2. Does a child necessarily have to be abused physically 
in order to be abused? 
3. What are some psychological ways in which parents can abuse 
their children? 
4. How would you feel about yourself if one or both of you 
parents were always putting you down? 
5. Why do you think parents abuse their children in the first 
place? 
6. Which do you think is worse, emotional or physical child 
abuse? 
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Appendix f' 
Vocabulary Words for the 
Teacher Structured Vocabulary Organizer Group 
i 
b 
L. 
Reading Comprehension 
"The Trouble With Television" 
1. constructive 
2. miraculous 
3. diverts 
4. kaleidoscopic 
s. perpetual 
6. anachronism 
"Six Keys to Quicker Learning" 
1. absorbent 
2. stymied 
3. aptitude 
4. mneumonic 
5. cognitive 
"The Mysteries of the Ancient Ones" 
1. enigmatic 
2. erroneously 
3. attributed 
4. meticulously 
5. matriarchal 
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"Stress: It's Not Worth Dying For" 
1. cardiovascular & cardiac 
2. colleague 
3. coronary 
4. myocardial infarction 
5. recuperation 
6. abyss 
7. pathological 
a. adrenalin 
9. amplitude 
1 o. tangible 
"Emotional Child Abuse" 
1. berating 
2. pediatric 
3. extensive 
4. devastate 
s. affluent 
6 •. deprivation 
7. depreciation 
a. denigration 
9. domination 
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Reading Comprehension 
Appendix G 
Posttest Scores 
Reading Comprehension 
Language Experience Organizer Vocabulary Organizer 
Student Raw Score % Student Raw Score % 
r 
1. 40 BO 1. 38 76 
2. 39 78 2. 37 74 
3. 38 76 3. 36 72 
4. 37 74 4. 35 70 
5. 35 70 5. 35 70 
6. 34 68 6. 34 68 
7. 33 66 7. 31 62 
B. 32 64 B. 31 62 
9. 32 64 9. 31 62 
1 o. 32 64 1 o. 30 60 
11. 31 62 11. 30 60 
12. 31 62 12. 28 56 
13. 30 60 13. 28 56 
14. 30 60 14. 28 56 
15. 29 58 15. 27 54 
16. 27 54 16. 25 50 
17. 25 50 17. 25 50 
1 B. 24 48 1 B. 23 46 
19. 21 42 19. 23 46 
20. 21 42 20. 17 34 
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Posttest Results 
Language Experience Organizer 
X = 62.1 
S = 10.94 
93 
Reading Comprehension 
Vocabulary Organizer 
X = 59.2 
S = 10.78 
Appendix H 
Delayed Posttest Scores 
Reading Comprehension 
Language Experience Organizer Vocabulary Organizer 
Student Raw Score Student Raw Score % 
1. 37 74 1. ~o 60 
2. 35 70 2. ':J,7 74 
3. 34 68 3. 27 54 
4. 36 72 4. 28 56 
5. 29 58 5. 32 64 
6. 30 60 6. 24 48 
7. 21 42 7. 22 44 
8. 25 50 8. 23 46 
9. 22 44 9. 18 36 
1 o. 28 56 1 o. 30 60 
11. 24 48 11. 24 48 
12. 25 50 12. 22 44 
13. 30 60 13. 15 30 
14. 27 54 14. 18 36 
15. 24 48 15. 26 52 
16. 20 40 16. 26 52 
17. 21 42 17. 15 30 
18. 21 42 18. 23 46 
19. 19 38 19. 20 20 
20. 18 36 20. 17 17 
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Delayed Posttest Results 
Language Experience Organizer 
X = 52.75 
S = 11.82 
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Reading Comprehension 
Vocabulary Organizer 
X = 47.7 
S = 11.66 
